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Dedication
I dedicate this book to my son, J.P., and all children who learn differently than they
are tested. May we learn to treasure every child’s genius!
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What People Are Saying About
Instant Learning for Amazing Grades
"It's about time! The information in this book should be at the heart of our teacher education
programs and used in every school." Congressman Michael M. Honda, California
"This book is definitively the ultimate guide to higher grades. Pat Wyman coaches parents and
teachers through an easy-to-follow, proven, two week process that builds the self-confidence every
child needs to succeed in school. Her strategies have worked "miracles" with over 90,000
students. Pat is truly America's Most Trusted Learning Expert!"
Warren Chang, Managing Director, www.brain.com
“Walt Whitman said, ‘…every hour of the day and night is…a perfect miracle.’ Pat Wyman
knows every child is a perfect miracle and her learning strategies will guide your child to
extraordinary learning success. I am convinced that the contents in this book are life-changing for
any child, and consider Pat to be ‘America’s most trusted learning expert’!”
Robert G. Allen, Best-selling co-author with Mark Victor Hansen, of The One Minute Millionaire,
www.oneminutemillionaire.com; Number 1 NY Times Best Selling Author, Nothing Down, and
Multiple Streams of Internet Income – www.multiplestreamsofincome.com

"My granddaughter, Whitney, was experiencing such poor grades in school, we didn’t know where
to turn. A friend ment ioned Pat Wyman’s book, Instant Learning for Amazing Grades and we
bought it the next day. Using the strategies, my wife and I transformed Whitney’s learning ability
in the first two days! She is now getting A’s in nearly every subject. This information he lped
Whitney master a new “how to learn anything fast” process and she knows exactly how to learn
and recall information quickly, and thinks taking written tests are easy and fun. It’s so refreshing to
find such a wealth of information in one place that’s easy to use. Our whole family life has
changed for the better. I now know why Pat is called America’s most trusted learning expert.
Thank you for making my granddaughter a really happy child again!" Russell Martino, Pasadena,
Texas
"My daughter, Katie, was really suffering in school. She had reading problems and although we
had taken her to several specialists, everyone just said she was bright, but not achieving to her
potential. Then a friend gave me Instant Learning for Amazing Grades. I went straight to the
reading chapter and discovered, almost instantly by using the Eye-QReading Inventory, why Katie
was having such a hard time reading. She simply did not see the page the way other kids did, and
her eyes were not working well together as a team. We got the I Read I Succeed: Vision Therapy
Kit that Pat recommended and after doing the exercises, I am proud to say, Katie quickly caught up
and even began to read above grade level. We followed all the other strategies in the book, and
Katie just graduated, with high honors, from high school! Thank you Pat is not enough for what
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you’ve done for my daughter. Her whole life has changed, she is happy and off to an excellent
college, all because your love for children blessed our lives. God Bless you."
Ann Langley, Ph.D., Redwood City, CA
“There is so much in this book that is extraordinary! It has changed the lives of literally hundreds
of my patients. When children have been sent to me for prescription drugs to remedy their
Attention Deficit Disorders, I have told them about the strategies in this book instead. Rather than
needing drugs to alter their behavior, what they really needed was a way to succeed in school.
Their faces were jubilant when they came back after a month or so with excellent grades because
they had learned "how to learn". This is a well-researched, easily implemented and compassionate
approach to healing those children who need it most. Thank you, Pat”.
Stephen Guffanti, M.D, Home School Parent, Vista, CA.
"Instant Learning for Amazing Grades offers principals, teachers, and parents a key resource for
making important changes in student learning and test-taking abilities. This book provides an
excellent basis for staff development in both current brain research which supports learning and
testing styles. Included are man ready-to-use, practical techniques for making every classroom
more student friendly."
Linda Sheehan, Principal, Houston, Texas
"This book is innovative and based on strong psychological principles, especially establishing the
true understanding of 'learning traits' and how to accelerate each child's learning, growing and
success in school. Bravo! Children can now reach their goals, not their limits. The gulf between
ability and exemplifying it with test results, as we know it, will no longer exist."
Sam Graci, M.A., Adolescent Psychologist, Author, The Power of Superfoods
"Your book is terrific! The assumption that a "mis- match" exists between student learning styles
and the manner in which schools test is absolutely correct. The question is: "What are we going to
do about it?" Pat Wyman offers practical solutions to this problem."
Bob Collins, M.A., Vallejo, California
"...What a dynamic approach to a nation-wide problem with education. The strategies used in this
book really do work in the classroom! Maybe someday, we, as educators, can bridge the gap
between how students learn and how our schools test." Cindy Kleiber, Urbana, Ohio
"If your child is not doing well at school, this book is essential reading. Pat Wyman has poured her
heart, her soul and her 25 years' experience teaching kids how to learn, into these pages. She
connects with the beauty and intelligence that reside in every child, even the so-called 'failures,"
and she understands that every child learns differently. Instant Learning for Amazing Grades is an
amazing book. It is filled with grace, wisdom, and an abundance of practical strategies, tips and
techniques. It will show you exactly what you need to do to nudge your child out of the academic
doldrums, and bring them up from lower grades to A's and B's. Her approach works!"
Jim Dreaver, Author, The Way of Harmony
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“You’re amazing, Pat! Once again, in your new book, Instant Learning for Amazing Grades, you
demonstrate a very unique, easy to follow plan for every child’s success. There is a tremendous
gap in the school systems that needs to be filled, and this book uncovers every solution. I wish I
would’ve had this tool when I first started down the IEP pathway with my son who has autism and
my other son with Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder. Though we have moved mountains
over the past ten school years through our IEP process, it would have been much easier if we’d had
the information in your book”. Karen L. Simmons, CEO, Founder, www.autismtoday.com, Author,
Little Rainman
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Preface
Stephen was squirming around in his seat, praying he was anywhere else but in
school. He was having trouble paying attention – again! The teacher talked so fast
and he agonized over the inevitable – another history test…and another low grade!
It would probably be a D or an F this time and he already felt the angry tones from
his parents and snickers from his classmates. He held his breath when the teacher
gave him back his paper. The big red D stood out so much he felt like it was
tattooed on his forehead for everyone to see.

He was almost sick to his stomach. He walked home slowly and hoped his parents
wouldn’t ask about the test. But they did. They yelled and asked him what was
wrong with him, and he knew he’d be grounded for the millionth time. Then he
would do what he always did when he got home after a test– slam the door to his
room, shut himself off from everyone and wonder when his tears would stop. He
felt so alone.
“What is wrong with me?” he wondered aloud. “I have to be the dumbest kid on
earth. I was in class every day this time and read the same chapter at least three
times. I was so sure I knew this stuff and I still got the lowest grade in the class. I
wonder what would happen if I just quit school altogether? Why should I even try
anymore? Even my best friend laughs at me.”
Stephen didn’t want anyone else to know how hard he’d tried and how many times
he read the history chapter. He made his decision that night. He’d just stop reading!
10
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That way nobody could accuse him of not knowing the material; he couldn’t
possibly be expected to know something he hadn’t read.
What Stephen and his parents didn’t know is that adding one simple strategy to his
unique learning style, and doing a few easy, learning-related vision exercises would
have saved him (and his parents) years of anguish.
Read on to find out how…
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Introduction
If you’re reading this book, you’ve most likely discovered by taking my Personal
Learning Styles Inventory, at www.howtolearn.com, that your child prefers to learn
in one of three styles – visual, auditory, or kinesthetic/tactile. And some of you may
have discovered that your child scored fairly equally in all three styles. (More about
this later).
Just as I did, you’ll want to know what your child’s learning style means and how
it’s hidden power can it be tapped to give your child a significant learning advantage
in school as well as greater success in life.
Read about a stunning new brain discovery called the “Eye-Brain
Connection” that creates learning success for every child in Chapter 6!
We share a lot in common because I am a parent who used this powerful information
and you’ll get the benefit of my 30 years’ experience. I was also a classroom
teacher, a school administrator intern and a frazzled “mom” with a “kinesthetic”,
physical learner son who tested my every limit J but was always my inspiration to
learn more…
My own two children have very different learning styles. My daughter, Erin, is
primarily an auditory-visual learner, and my son, J.P., prefers to learn nearly
everything in a physical, kinesthetic style. I’ve been using the learning styles
information I’m about to share with you to help them (and thousands of other
children and adults) accelerate their achievement through all their school years and
beyond.
Once your child uses this information, you’ll be as proud as I am of my children and
what they’ve accomplished. Erin is in medical school and J.P. is enrolled at one of
the top 10 small, private universities in the country. (Good thing I can say this
because it shows you just how powerful this information can be)!
If your child is struggling in school, and you’ve tried “everything”, there’s hope!
I’ve personally used hundreds of learning programs and notice that they all limit
their guarantees to 30 or 60 days! I know firsthand, that a busy parent and child may
want more time to implement these strategies so Instant Learning for Amazing
Grades comes with an unheard of lifetime guarantee.
12
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I can’t imagine recommending anything if I hadn’t personally used the success
strategies myself so you could verify the results. In addition to my own children,
over 90,000 other students have had the same kind of exciting results – raising D’s
and F’s to A’s and B’s! Teachers in my college courses have sent in actual student
work, showing that these strategies definitely raise their grades to A’s and B’s!
Even if your child is doing well and you want their study time to be easier and faster,
you’ll be amazed to discover exactly how learning styles make such an extraordinary
difference – both in learning results and when choosing careers if your child is older.
My extensive research over the past 30 years, shows that
schools cater to only one kind of learner –
the visual child.

During school, students must read, write, remember what they read, and take written
tests. While some instruction is presented verbally, students must still process the
information through their visual channels when it comes time to read the board,
study their books, create written reports and take written tests. The highly visual
traits of neatness and organization count heavily in school.

School testing and standardized testing is nearly always in the visual, written
format.
Even the new on-line education courses are in the visual, written testing format and
13
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we’re unlikely to see much innovation in the near future. When kids head to
college, all SAT exams are in writing and college professors still require most tests
to be taken in written form. Ask any teacher and he or she will tell you that schools
highly value the visual learning traits and visual learners are the ones consistently
getting the best grades.
The reason is simple – school is a highly “visual” environment. When your child’s
learning style matches how the schools test, they effectively “win the school’s
testing game”. In almost any traditional school class or home school class, it’s the
visual learner’s imaging techniques that help them get those awesome grades.
According to recent brain research and imaging scans, creating those images in the
brain is mighty fast and efficient, far more so than saying things aloud or being
caught up in how someone feels about the material. Due to the match between
visual learning and visual testing, it’s the visual learners who have the easiest time in
school.

The Long and Winding School Road
But what if your child happens to prefer a tactile/kinesthetic or auditory learning
style? They’ll be the first to tell you that the school road isn’t always so easy. Due
to the mis-match between how they learn and how they’re tested, recall is slower
and less efficient in both of these styles. Just think – saying words aloud in your
mind (auditory) is much slower than recalling information in picture form, and using
feelings to remember things is even less reliable on written tests.
The good news is, this book will show you, in just a few minutes a day,

how to re-pave that road with “gold”!
14
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I wrote this book to help and share my experiences with you. I take the guesswork
out of higher grades and spare you any struggle at all while showing you how to
give your child the gift of learning “how to learn” for a lifetime.
You’ll save time, remove those daily “homework hassles”, spend a lot
less on learning products, and cheer when you see your child succeed!
Just in case your child’s highest learning style score showed a kinesthetic
preference, you may be especially frustrated and I want to share something personal
with you. At first, my son, J.P., was everything I hear about from other parents…
disorganized, could not seem to remember his homework and would rather do things
outdoors any day than study. There were moments I wondered how he’d even make
it through high school, let alone college. (Sound even a little familiar?)
As a classroom teacher, I knew that school was not designed for the kinesthetic
learner. I spent countless hours in teacher conferences and intervened in my son’s
educational process every step of the way. Although J.P. was “officially diagnosed”
with Attention Deficit Disorder, I worked to share my strategies with his teachers,
and many of them took my teacher education courses.
As J.P. learned to use the strategies in this book, I’m happy to report that he
is now in college and doing quite well. I’ll show you how to turn that ADD/ADHD
label into a gift!
I tell you this so that you know your child can and will succeed. Every child learns
differently and although it may not seem like it at the time, they will eventually lead
happy, successful lives because you discovered the best way to guide them through
the learning process.
Note: Remember that it is only in school, taking written tests that auditory and
kinesthetic learners often suffer. If these kids were tested aloud or permitted to
create models of what they knew, their grades would soar! (How many athletes take
written tests to prove they can excel in their chosen sport)?
My gift to you is this book. There’s over 30 years of my experience and successes
in it. Use it and you’ll be well on your way to a peaceful family life, and happy,
confident and successful kids. Best of all, the answers are all in one place and I’ve
15
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written it so that it’s quick and easy to read and you can go right to the chapters that
mean the most to you.
Important Note: Make sure not to miss Chapter 6 on the Eye-Brain Connection
because it has the full story on “how to add visual learning strategies” to any child’s
preferred learning style. When you add these strategies, your child’s success rate
soars when taking those written tests.
SPECIAL BONUS!
SUPER TEACHING STRATEGIES COURSE ON-LINE IN STREAMING VIDEO
FULL COLOR MOVIES

We’ve had so many requests from people asking to watch me teach these success
strategies live, that you can view 8 full hours in full color right on your computer.
The streaming videos or progressive downloads are delivered with the touch of a
button. Check out Super Teaching Strategies course on streaming video at
www.howtolearn.com/STSparents.html
As our special VIP gift to you, because you’ve already purchased this book, call The
Center for New Discoveries in Learning, Inc. at (800) 469-8653 for a full 50%
savings off the same Online Video Course. Or go to www.howtolearn.com to order
directly. Outside the U.S. the phone number to call is (707) 837-8180. Or you can
e-mail us at info@howtolearn.com and be sure to mention that you have already
purchased this e-book for your 50% savings on the streaming video internet course.
Special Note To Teachers: (Teachers, this is also an accredited course that you
may take for 3 semester units of academic or continuing education credit. Call us or
e-mail for more information. (info@howtolearn.com).
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Special note:

No matter what your child’s learning style, be sure to notice and
acknowledge their unique talents and special gifts. I’ve written this book with the
understanding that the visual, written testing format is not likely to change
significantly over the next several decades, and that millions of children will suffer
needlessly until they learn how to add the visual learning style strategies to their own
special learning style.
We both know that your child is not their grades – but their self-esteem will affect
how they behave and what they do with their entire lives. Children often measure
and judge themselves by how well they do in school, so giving them these few
simple visual strategies will make all the difference in the world to them. Success
leaves clues and breeds more success!
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Chapter 1
How To Read This Book In Half The Time!
Picture Perfect Summaries
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How To Read This Book In Half The Time!
Picture Perfect Summaries!
Beginning with Chapter 5, you’ll find a Picture Perfect Summary at the end of the
chapter. The secret to getting the most from this book and reading it in half the time,
is to check out the Picture Perfect Summary highlights at the end of the chapters
before reading the chapter. That way, your brain will have an overall notion of
what the chapter’s about before you start reading, and begin to cement those images
in your brain.
The old saying, one picture is worth a thousand words is absolutely true!
Brain research tells us that the brain learns faster and more efficiently with graphics
and a holistic picture. I’ve made use of all the best research by adding these
practical and helpful picture summaries. These images put all the information
together for you instantly! They will jump start your brain and let you skim over the
chapters – reading only what you need and want to know to help your child.
Here’s an example of a Picture Perfect Summary I put the in the course manual for
one of my two-day Accelerated Learning coaching seminars for medical faculty and
students. The faculty and entire student body requested time-tested, research-based
learning techniques to accelerate their learning, make retention easier and achieve
higher scores on their exams.
19
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Picture Perfect Summary
Saves Time
Uses your whole brain

Makes Learning Fun!

Shows links between related points

Creates Super - Memory

Be Brain Smart! - Think in Pictures too!
Brings out the Einstein in You!
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Chapter 2
How To Remember What You Read
Turn the Words Into Pictures
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Turn The Words Into Pictures
As a Reading Specialist and learning expert, I’d like to share a little trick to make it
easy to remember everything you read. Excellent readers follow the same process
when they read: they hold the book at a 45 degree angle in their hands and turn all
the words they read into pictures. Instead of reading word by word, their eyes take
in larger chunks of information at once. When you read…

Make a mental movie of the words you read.
Pretend that you are a movie director!

Have you ever noticed how much easier it is to remember a movie than a book?
Most children can easily tell you the entire story from a movie, yet often have
trouble recalling what they just read in a book. That’s because the brain
processes pictures faster and more efficiently than individual words.
So when you want your child to recall what he reads, have him read a few
paragraphs, look up slightly above eye level as if looking up at a movie screen,
and turn all those words into pictures. Add color and movement and you’ll be
amazed and how much more they can remember.

• Later, just look up again and actually see those same pictures on
your personal movie screen and recall is a snap!
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Chapter 3
A Simple 2 Week Plan for Learning Success!
Learning Superstar Calendar
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Learning Superstar Calendar
In just two weeks, using the strategies in the book, you’re child or student will be a
learning superstar!
To begin the process, I recommend that you buy or create a calendar with those large
spaces on it so your child can write on them. White boards that can be erased are a
wonderful tool.
Using thin tipped colored markers, just have your child or student copy the calendar
on the next page.

Do just one thing each of the 14 days. Clearly, some items, like learning the math
facts will take longer, but you’ll understand the process on the first day. Read the
instructions in the book and hop to it! In just two weeks, your child will be a
learning superstar! Add those visual learning strategies and their grades will be
awesome in no time!
Offer as much help as is needed with reading the directions, organizing the visuals,
etc. You should spend between 10 minutes and one hour depending on what’s
marked on the calendar for that day. Your child’s age and the strategy directions
will determine the amount of time you spend.
Special Note to College students and Adult Learners: The strategies in this book
are equally as powerful for any age. You’ll discover that the same study strategies
can be used to accelerate your learning and improve your grades too!
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Two Week Learning Super-Star Calendar
Day 1

Day 2

Find out how I learn
best. Take Personal
Learning Styles
Inventory at
www.howtolearn.com

Day 3

Read about what each
learning style means
beginning on page 26
& 39 of this book.

Day 5

Day 6

Am I ready to read
faster and easier? Find
out by taking the
reading inventory at
www.howtolearn.com/
ireadisucceed.html

How do I motivate
myself? Use these tips
to beat the
procrastination game.
See page 60.

Day 9

Day 10

I’m a High
Performance Memory
Expert! I use the same
tips as the Memory
Experts on T.V. Wow
– look at page 69!

I can show everyone
how to be a word
wizard! I just make
pictures and
associations that I
learned on page 97,98!

Day 13

Day 14

I discovered how to
make Picture Perfect
Summaries of
everything I study.
The whole story is on
page 106.

Find out on page 28
which type of learner
school caters to. Read
pages 26-33.

Day 7
I am a Super Speller.
I’ve just learned how
on page 79.

Day 4
Discover how to use
the eye-brain
connection to add
visual learning traits for
test-taking success.
Chapter 6, pg. 48
Day 8
I have learned how to
learn all my math facts
in half the time! I got
the skinny on page 89

Day 11

Hey – I know all the
stress busters. No more
test taking jitters for
me. See page 140.

Day 12

I am what I eat! I am
eating things the brain
foods that make me
smarter! They’re on
page 128-130.

Check out my phonics
skills at
www.howtolearn.com/
phonics.html

REST! HAVE FUN!

REST! HAVE FUN!
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Chapter 4

What is a Personal Learning Style?
Why Is It Like Finding Hidden Gold?

Visual, Auditory, Kinesthetic Learning Styles
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What Is A Personal Learning Style?
Everyone has an extraordinary capacity to learn in many different ways. To
understand what a learning style is, just think of how you prefer to learn new things.
Do you like to soak up new information through pictures, sounds, or in some
physical way through your feelings or touch?
How about when you recall what you have learned? Do you see images in your
mind, hear the words of what you learned or actually re-create the information in a
physical way?
A learning style is simply a preference for the method by which you learn and
remember what you learned.
Although some books report as many as 12 or 13 types of intelligences, there are
actually only three primary learning styles and the others fit into sub-categories of
these.

These three primary learning styles are:
Visual
Tactile

Auditory

Kinesthetic or

27
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While most people have some scores in each of the three styles, when they
take a written test, they actually
prefer one style over the other two.

Finding Hidden Gold!
Your child’s unique learning style really is like finding hidden “gold” because even
though it’s been there all along, before now, you didn’t know its value or exactly
how your child could use it to generate a lifetime of success.
As your child’s learning coach, I’ll bridge the gap between learning and testing and
help you and your child develop the extraordinary benefits and “hidden power” of
their unique learning style. Together, you’ll discover exactly how to use the
information to improve their grades, enhance communication, eliminate stress
and overwhelm, save time and money, and build their motivation.
Most importantly, you can show your child “how to learn” by understanding their
unique learning style as well as the other two styles, and this in turn, raises their selfesteem as they see themselves succeed in the process. The benefits actually become
the valuable “gold” of a lifetime.

The traditional, written tests
that most schools give to measure student progress,
cater to students with strong visual learning traits.
It’s critical to share with every student that the school environment
favors one style over the others. This does not mean your child is
deficient in any way because their learning style might not match
how schools are set up. These strategies empower them with a
better way to understand the type of environment they are in and
ultimately – to “win the school game”!
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Students who learn and think best in pictures form the associations needed to
quickly and accurately retrieve information for their written tests. It’s that simple.
These highly visual students have a natural learning style that matches the school’s
highly visual learning and testing environment. They easily make images from the
words they hear and read, they are usually neat and organized, they take notes well
and their mental images rapidly trigger the words they need to recall during a written
test. Students who prefer to learn in a more visual style tend to have higher grades
and test scores that reflect the match between their learning and testing style.
There are, however, millions of students who prefer to learn in other styles, such as
auditory or kinesthetic. For these students a mis-match occurs between how they
learn, store and retrieve information and the way in which they are required to output
what they have learned on written tests. These written tests may take the form of
multiple choice, short answer, essay or standardized, and the learning and memory
processes required to answer the questions are quite similar.
Students who have stored the material they have learned in styles which are not
aligned with the type of test they are taking, often find they either cannot translate
what they know into written form or retrieve the information quickly enough to form
their answers.
When they attempt to use an auditory or kinesthetic style to retrieve and write down
information for these tests, they are often frustrated and hindered in their efforts due
to the mis-match involved.
This mis-match will not allow them to easily “show what they know” and heavily
contributes to their lower grades and declining test scores nationwide.
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Often, kinesthetic learners prefer to learn in a single style and struggle to convert
their knowledge into writing. These children move around nearly all the time, don’t
naturally make the pictures in their mind to “see” what organization looks like, and
their crumpled papers generally reflect that they have touched and made contact with
the material on them.
When allowed to demonstrate their understanding of new material in a hands-on
form, kinesthetic/tactile learners perform quite well.
One year, a student built an excellent model showing how the plates of the earth
shift during an earthquake. He placed two paper “plates” on top of his amplifier and
played a low base sound on his electric guitar. The plates separated due to the
vibration and it easily demonstrated how the plates move during an earthquake.
Although he got an A on his demonstration, he could not find the correct words to
describe the process and answer questions on it for the written test. He received an
overall grade of C on the written test, even though his teacher was certain he “knew”
the information.
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The scientific reason he got the lower grade is because he took a stroll down the
“wrong memory lane” in his brain and could not retrieve the information for the
written test. While his memory of what was learned was stored in one location of
his brain, this student was not able to gain access to it and convert it into words for
the written test. For all practical purposes, he had only a “physical sense” of the
information and had not linked it to the pictures and associations to trigger the
“words” he needed to pass the written test.

When a child uses single input pathways, such as bodily-kinesthetic,
to learn and store new information, he or she may not be able to
retrieve and convert their experiential knowledge from those pathways
to the more visual ones needed during written testing.

This child’s experience is an example of the mis-match between how millions of
students learn and how they are tested. As a parent, you might want to know that
this conflict also creates a serious dilemma for teachers.

Low test scores are not a function of not knowing the information, but of
not knowing how to access and covert the information to the visual style
in order to write it down.

For many years, teachers have been trained in a theory known as multiple
intelligence (MI) teaching. The theory of multiple intelligences was written about in
the early 1980’s by Dr. Howard Gardner. Dr. Gardner did not invent the concept of
MI but expanded upon the original and groundbreaking work of Dr. J.P. Guilford’s
Structure of Intellect (SOI) model.
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MI teaching and its proponents advocate identifying and teaching to a child’s
learning strengths. Teachers are taught to design different types of lesson plans for
12 or more types of intelligences and allow students to select assignment options
tailored to their preferred learning strength. In theory, this is the optimal learning
environment –assuming that the testing formats match each child’s learning
modality. In reality though, teachers have neither the time, nor the resources to
tailor all their lessons to every child’s individual strengths.
Problems arise for both teachers and students when, in spite of being trained to teach
to many intelligences, most districts still require single modality, written and
standardized tests to be the primary measurement for student progress. And today,
teachers are held accountable for the results of those test results.

Multiple intelligence teaching and single style testing
creates problems for both teachers and students.

Although teaching to a child’s learning style strengths is preferential, doing
this alone can actually limit a child’s access to other learning style techniques
and even create lower grades when students must take written tests
to measure their progress.

If a child’s preferred learning strength does not correspond directly with the testing
method of choice, that child may suffer needlessly with low grades and low selfesteem.
To complicate matters, neither school districts nor employers have (or likely will)
create tests suited to their students’ or employees preferred learning styles.
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Fortunately, there is newer brain research available than when the model of teaching
only to a child’s strengths first emerged. By understanding more of the how the
brain works, the model of multiple intelligence teaching can best be used when the
testing style matches the teaching and learning style. If written tests are used, MI
teaching actually sets a child up for problems when their learning style doesn’t
match the testing style.
Amazing Grades was written to solve the dilemma that parents, students and
teachers face and solve the mis-match between learning and testing styles. It
gives you unique and practical strategies to help children learn “how to learn” and
more closely match the way in which they will be assessed.
This book raises student grades and test scores in reading, spelling, math facts,
vocabulary and other subject areas. The strategies can be used throughout the
curriculum and transforms how every child learns.
The strategies you’ll find in this book are solidly based on over 30 years of research,
practice and experience with students of all ages. The information in this book
combines the best available scientific information from the fields of
neuroscience, psychology, medicine, psychiatry, optometry, environmental
medicine and several instructional models.
As long as grades remain the yardstick by which teachers and children are
measured, I believe our students deserve to receive the knowledge and
strategies they need to achieve excellent marks. Devoting just a brief course at
the beginning of each school year on “how to learn and how to test” methods
will help children learn the skills they need to continue to learn for a lifetime.
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Chapter 5

How Children Learn
vs.
How Schools Test
How Children Learn
The Road From Learning To Testing
Learning strategies for 3 learning styles
Good in one subject, poor in another?
Mending the Mix-Up: Maximizing Learning with
Diverse Strategies
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How Children Learn
Mrs. Lane’s class had spent the past several days learning about the Declaration of
Independence. Her students read about it in their books, listened to her talk about it
in class, did various projects on it for homework and shared information about it in
group activities. Mrs. Lane gave her students a written test on the material and
began to grade the papers. The test contained some essay, short answer and multiple
choice questions.
As a bit of background, all her students were present during the instructional period,
all did the work in class and at home and all took part in the small group activities.
When Mrs. Lane finished grading the papers she was very surprised to discover that
her students’ grades ranged from A’s to F’s. As she sat at home grading the papers
she wondered why. “Why didn’t they all get an A?” she thought. “It seemed as if
they all knew the material during class.”
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Actually, the answer lies in the difference between how her students learned, how
they stored and how they retrieved the material they studied as they took their
written test. Each student used different brain pathways or different “memory lanes”
as they tried to remember what they studied and answer the test questions.
Failure is nothing but success trying to be born in a big way. Failures are just
installments towards victory.
Catherine Ponder

The Road From Learning To Testing
In every group of children is a magnificent mix who learn in every possible way.
Children have natural styles or learning senses through which they process incoming
information. They prefer to use certain styles use when learning, storing and
recalling new information. This process is called:

The child uses his or her preferred learning style to input new information into the
brain, store it in the brain, and then retrieve or recall the information when needed.
Have your child use VISUAL INPUT, VISUAL STORAGE AND VISUAL
OUTPUT pathways when studying for, storing, and recalling material that will
be on a written test. In other words, create, store and recall information in
picture or movie form for the ultimate success on written, visual tests!
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Think of using brain pathways like this: You’re driving along and hear your favorite
song. You probably remember how you felt the first time you heard it. Most likely
you can even remember where you were, who you were with and what was going on
around you the first time you heard it. Those pathways are well-worn and work the
same way every time you hear that song.
Your child is doing the same thing when studying and recalling. He or she is using
and accessing certain “memory lane” brain pathways to recall and write the
information that was learned. Sometimes, however, – they use the “wrong lanes or
pathways” and they can’t find the answers they need. It isn’t that they don’t really
know the information, but haven’t studied it in a way they can quickly and easily
find it during a written test.
When a student’s preferred learning and storage style matches the output style in
which they are tested, a natural flow occurs and all goes well.
When a student’s preferred learning and storage style does not match the
style in which they are tested, the child underperforms and may give the
appearance of not being a “good student.” This is often how students get
ADHD/ADD labels when they don’t really have attentions deficit at all.

So, what are the learning styles how can you use this information to help your child
achieve higher grades and better test results?
Remember the three styles we talked about a few pages back? They are:

Visual
Auditory
Kinesthetic
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How Do You Learn Best?
Research shows that knowing your
learning style preferences are key to:

• Improved performance in school and on the job.
• Learning faster & easier
• Enhanced communication with others – better rapport
Your child’s preferred learning style may not match the instructor’s teaching or
testing style.

For school success, the best approach is to know your own learning
style, know your instructor's teaching style and know the style in
which you will be tested. Then, duplicate that testing style when
studying and remembering what you learned will be a snap.
You can increase your child’s learning abilities dramatically by adding strategies
that match the style in which they will be tested.

How To Identify a Person’s Preferred Learning Style
First, make sure your child takes the Personal Learning Styles Inventory located at
www.howtolearn.com. Second, to discover more about each person’s learning style,
all you need to do is listen to the predicates they use when talking. The words they
choose simply reflect what is going on in the brain.
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Visual style – “I see, I get the picture, that looks right, let’s focus on this”. This
learner uses camera type words to demonstrate how they are processing information
in their brain.
Auditory style – “ I hear ya, that rings a bell, that clicks”. This learner uses “sound
words” to demonstrate how they are processing information in their brain.
Physical/kinesthetic style – “ I feel, get a grip, I think I grasp the concept, I get it”.
This learner uses “physical words” to demonstrate how they are processing
information in their brain.
Pay very close attention to the type of verbs, predicates that your child uses in any
learning or testing situation. You will know which learning style they are choosing
to use at that particular time by the descriptive words they use. For example: “ I
see” means the child is using the visual learning style at that moment.

Guide your child toward the more visual terms and show them how
to make visual images in their mind by using their eye-brain
connection.
More to come about this in the next chapter on the eye-brain connection…

See the chart on the next page that shows the characteristics of each
learning style.
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Visual Learning Style
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Learns best by seeing
Neat, orderly
Speaks quickly, holds head up, shoulders erect
Good long range planners
Good spellers
Memorizes by strong visual associations
Functions best with overall view before proceeding
Has trouble remembering verbal instructions unless written down

Auditory Learning Style
•
•
•
•
•
•

Learns best through hearing
Likes to listen to lectures, music and others talking
Good story tellers
Talks to self
Likes talking more than writing
Are easily distracted by noise – generally can’t listen to
someone talk on phone and listen to another talk to them at same time
• Usually has problems with projects involving visualization
• Likes jokes better than comics

Kinesthetic – Physical Learning Style
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Learns best by doing and through movement
Good athletes
Speaks more slowly
Responds to physical rewards
Memorizes by moving around, walking, etc.
Gestures a lot, clutter in work or living space –o.k.
Can’t sit still for long periods of time
Uses action words when speaking
Touches others to get their attention
• Wants to act things out and like involved games
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Strategies for Three Learning Styles

Picture Perfect Summaries, diagrams, books,
overheads, books
Make mental movies

Lectures, dramatic reading, rhymes, music
Make tapes, summarize aloud, teach others
aloud

Walk, skate or jump on a trampoline
Learn in groups, create games
Make notes on post its and arrange on poster
board
Act out material you are learning
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How To Maximize Learning
Exponentially increase your learning power
and use more of your brain by adding
other learning style strategies to your preferred style

Exams are mostly given in the visual, written learning style.
Visual input and retrieval strategies work best for those types of
exams.
By matching the input, storage and output styles you accelerate your success

The learning model
IN P U T

-

S T O R A G E

-

O U T P U T

Mis-matches between the way a student learns and how they are tested may result in
problems on certain exams. Students who match input styles, storage styles and
output testing styles have extraordinary success in school.

Start with the end in mind- Access more of your brain!
Find out how you will be tested (whether in writing, out loud or
through physical means) and match that style to your input, storage
and retrieval of the material.
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The Mis-Match Mix-Up
What To Do If Your Child Gets Good Grades
In One Subject and Not In Another
When I was in high school, I used a visual imaging strategy to help me get good
grades in nearly every subject. However, when I first began taking geometry I had
some trouble with the concepts. Unfortunately, I had so much trouble that my
teacher declared aloud one day that I was “stupid and would never understand
geometry.” He said this in front of the class, just before handing me a test with a
grade of D on it.
Based on the negative experience I had, I unintentionally switched learning
styles and used one in math that was different from the visual style I used in
the other subjects. I adopted a kinesthetic learning style in geometry based
on my poor self-image and negative feelings I now had about math in
general.
As is true for most students, this mis-match was not related to my intelligence or
desire to get a good grade. If a teacher had explained to me that adding a visual
strategy in math would have been a better fit for math and help me a better grade, I
would have gladly done it.
The mis-match in learning and testing styles can easily be likened to school sports.
Imagine the frustration of a ninth-grader trying out for the school baseball team. As
he steps up to the plate, bat in hand, he takes his stance, pulls back the bat and at that
moment the coach yells, “Wait! Put the bat down, come over here and write down
for me how you would hit the ball and answer these questions about the game.
Based on what you write, I will let you know whether you make the team or not.”
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The mis-match between what this youngster knew (how to hit a ball) and how he
was being tested on it (in writing) may seem absurd, but it actually happens in a
similar way in classrooms every day.
Children may use one set of brain pathways to learn and store information yet a
written test requires them to retrieve and write the information using additional,
different pathways. According to recent brain research, “there appears to be separate
brain areas that specialize in subtasks such as hearing words, seeing words, speaking
words and generalizing words.” (National Research Council, 1999).
If your child is doing very well in reading, but poorly in math, more than
likely, he or she child is using the visual learning style strategy in reading and
switching to a kinesthetic style strategy during math.

As you probably already know, students who perform well in math use a very visual
style, creating and retrieving images of the material which is very efficient when
taking a written test.
Additional brain research tells us which parts of the brain are activated during
encoding (input) and which parts are activated during successful retrieval of both
visual and semantic (word) memory. Imagery associated with words is more
efficiently recalled with less effort.
Brain imaging pictures have shown that “comparisons of people’s memories
for words with their memories of pictures of the same objects, show a
superiority effect for pictures. The superiority effect of pictures is also true
if words and pictures are combined during learning”.
Therefore, children learning new information in a physical or auditory style may not
be able to show what they know simply because their choice of strategies during
learning and recall are not the most effective for achieving excellence on a written
test.
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These children are simply not trained in how to use pictures with associated words in
order to maximize their performance when tested in writing. If they were tested
orally or using physical demonstrations to match their preferred learning style, there
would be a perfect match and they would succeed.
This information has great implications for teachers and parents. Teaching different
types of learning and test taking strategies to your students will empower them
throughout their lifetimes.
If your child relies on just one style, and that particular strategy does not
yield them the results they want, they might become stuck in a kind of rut
which implies that they have “failed.”

When students have a broader range of learning and testing strategies from which to
select they can “shape their approaches to the demands of particular circumstances.”
(National Research Council, 1999). Research by Marian Diamond and others
strongly support the concept that innate characteristics are less important in
performance than the training and encouragement they receive.
While there is much brain and learning research to be done and many questions
remain unanswered, I believe one of the issues most relevant to students is the use of
strategy. According to the research evaluation by the National Research Council and
National Academy of Sciences in their publication, In the Mind’s Eye, Enhancing
Human Performance, “studies are unequivocal in their suggestion that, given the
proper conditions, most individuals are capable of remarkable performance
excellence.” (National Research Council, 1991).
When the focus is on achieving higher grades and test scores, you will want to
model those who have already achieved excellence. Look at which students
get the best results and discover the strategies they use. Know what the brain
research says works best during input and successful recall.
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Mending the Mix-Up
Maximizing Learning with Diverse Strategies
According to the Commission on Behavioral and Social Sciences and Education, a
division of the National Research Council, when you teach children various
strategies for learning and testing they are far more likely to be efficient, successful
learners and do well in the school environment.
The research says they will be able to select from a variety of strategies to solve
problems, recognize which strategy will apply to the learning/testing situation and
transfer their strategies to new situations across the curriculum. (National Academy
Press, 1999).
The key is to determine how you will test your students and have them match their
input, storage and output of the material in the same way.
• If your child is taking a test out loud, have him or her study the material
aloud and rehearse it aloud.
• If they are taking a test by acting things out or use other physical
methods to demonstrate that they know the material, have them learn
and study the material in the same way.
• When children are taking written tests, make certain they are making
visual images as they learn the material so they can retrieve these later
during the test. Have your child rehearse the test in writing while making
visual images to enhance long term memory.
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Chapter 6
Stunning New Eye-Brain Discovery!

The Visual Eye-Brain-Connection
How To Add Visual Strategies For
Extraordinary Success on Written Tests
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The Eye-Brain Connection
How To Get More Visual for The Ultimate Success In School
When people are asked to recall pictures or asked to recall something they’ve
heard, their eyes move to various positions during the process.
Visual Strategies for Written Tests
When I first began teaching in the early 1970’s in Los Angeles, my mentor teachers
guided me in two teaching methods that resulted in extraordinary success for my
students. I was always curious why they worked so well and found that what they
had in common was exactly what the current brain research now supports.
The secret to their success was in helping the students learn how to “visualize” or
make pictures of what they read or heard. Students who made mental pictures and
associations recalled large amounts of material with excellent comprehension. They
did this more quickly and accurately than other students, and also got higher grades
and test scores. These methods contained a wonderful blend of research from
medicine, psychology, neurology, psychotherapy, psychiatry, optometry and
education showing how well visualizing works for recall and creating future success.
As a new teacher, there was just one glitch. Neither my traditional teacher
training nor advanced degree programs actually taught me “how” to teach my
students to visualize. Just telling them to visualize wasn’t enough. I learned
many “visual memory” and “visualization” activities to do with my students, but
none were consistently successful because I did not know the “how” for teaching my
students to create and retrieve visual memories.
Early on I made many mistakes by telling my students to visualize what they
were reading or what we were talking about, but did not show them how to
do this. Whenever directions are given and not followed by specific strategies
to create success, a child’s efforts may be diluted and confusion often reigns.

Figuring out how to “show” my students to make mental images was an exciting
journey. After I observed lessons taught by other teachers, took many classes, read
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several psychology and medical information books on mental imagery and
interviewed various educational experts, the answers finally came.
At the time, I had many students who made letter and word reversals when they
read. To help them, I used a multi-modality approach known as the Slingerland and
Hunter method. My students would look up, write their letters or words in the air
and say the words aloud. I also had them create their letters in a larger size and
imagine them in different colors.
When it came time to write (or read), I noticed that the students would look back up
as if seeing the letters or words in the air on some internal blackboard. In other
words, they were checking to see if their actual work matched the visual image of
what they had previously practiced. This was very successful and they no longer
made letter or word reversals when they read or wrote.
Although this visual memory method worked well with my special reading students,
I wasn’t clear whether it would work for all my students. So, I interviewed and
observed my highly visual students –the students with the highest grades in the class.
I also interviewed the spelling champions. I noticed they all did the same thing with
their eyes as they recalled pictures. They looked up, above eye level, to one side or
the other – or up and to the center to recall their spelling words. I also noticed these
same eye positions when I saw newspaper photos of spelling bee champions!
Long before the current brain research could support the answers they gave, I
discovered that all these students used the same strategy both when learning and
remembering things for their tests. I learned that when they read, they “looked up”
and naturally made images or pictures of what they were reading. These students
seemed to know instinctively how to “visualize”.
They told me it was as if they were creating their own movie. They told me they
converted everything they read or heard to images in their mind. As I observed them
during the act of learning and testing, the students read a bit and then looked in an
upward direction as they processed the information. Some students closed their eyes
as they processed but still looked up. They told me this meant they were converting
what they read into pictures.
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Eyes and Their Signals
Although I did not understand why at the time, the physical act of looking up helped
my students create and recall a kind of mental snapshot. They found that they could
easily rely on these images, movies or snapshots when they wanted to recall
information.
They actually used their upward eye movements to imagine a screen or other
screen-like object in the air, and projected their images onto that screen.

If you’re a curious person who likes to know the history of things, and the
science of how they work, read this next portion. If not, skip to the next section.
As I sought out more information, I found that some classic research had been done
in the late 1960’s and early 1970’s by A. Pavio, Ralph Haber and others to support
the importance of imagery in cognitive functions. Students using imagery had
significantly better recall and faster response time to questions than those who did
not.
In other studies, students given long lists of pictures and long lists of words to
remember, scored far higher on recall of lists with pictures thus supporting the
power of our visual memory. This classic research further noted that recall is
enhanced by presenting information in both visual and verbal form together and has
been supported by more recent studies.
A few years after this research appeared, others expanded on it by observing that
various eye movements appear to be tied to the visual, auditory and kinesthetic
learning styles. A field outside education developed known as neuro-linguistics.
In addition, new psychological therapies to overcome stress and trauma make
extensive use of eye movements to help patients successfully reprocess a traumatic
event. In a therapy known as EMDR, Eye Movement Desensitization and
Reprocessing, patterned eye movements are used to remove or clear emotional,
cognitive and physical blockages.
Current brain research now suggests that there is an eye-brain connection and that
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visual fixation and eye movements during cognitive activity may have functional
significance by accessing certain parts of the brain.
The importance of eye movements for teaching and learning purposes, is to know
that hundreds of studies definitively show that eye movements do trigger certain
brain functions and are sensitive to task differences. Various areas of the brain
light up during brain scans when certain tasks are performed. In other words
there is an eye-brain relationship.
Parents and teachers can now use this extraordinary brain discovery and eye
movement research (the Eye-Brain Connection) to show their children how
to create and retrieve the mental images they need to reinforce what they
have learned.

It’s easy to observe for yourself. I often tell the clients I coach to ask several people
different types of questions and observe which location their eyes move to in
response to the questions. The research shows that when people are asked to recall
pictures or asked to recall words, their eyes move to various positions during the
process. As their eyes move, the researchers monitor which brain areas are being
activated.
Try this yourself. Go to the supermarket and ask the checkout clerks some questions
that require them to get a picture in order to answer. Have them tell you about the
location where they spent their last vacation. Ask them to get very specific in the
detailed description. You’ll notice what their eyes do.
As we create and store visual images in our minds our eyes move to a specific
location (usually an upward left or upward right direction) activating certain areas in
the brain.
You can also observe the same thing in relation to other learning styles by noticing
what people do with their eyes when they recall sounds and access their feelings
about something. Eye movements to the side (by the ear) are used when recalling
something that was said, and people generally look down when accessing feelings.
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Without realizing it, my students helped me understand why children get
such different grades on written tests even when they have all done the same
work before the test. Those students who had problems during the test
simply needed to learn how to make pictures in their mind when they studied
and recall those same pictures as they took their written tests.
Since exams are mostly given in the visual, written learning style, visual input,
storage and retrieval strategies work best for those types of exams.
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How To Teach Your Child To Use The Visual
Eye – Brain Connection
For Success on Written Tests
You can teach your child to add visual learning and visual memory strategies as they
learn and recall new information. In order to do this you will need to ask some
questions that reveal which direction he or she looks to when recalling a visual
image.
IMPORTANT! Do not tell your child or student what you are looking for at
this time. Wait until the end of the process to explain why you asked the
questions, otherwise, they will become self-conscious and you won’t be able to
get the information on eye movements that you are looking for.
When your child looks upward for visual memory, it is as if they have an internal
blackboard or movie screen in their mind.
Ask your child questions that require them to remember a picture. It is important
that you continue asking these questions until your child looks UP to their left or UP
to their right. Use the following examples so that your child MUST get a picture in
her mind in order to answer the questions.
• Get a picture of your best friend in your mind. Tell me exactly how he or she
looks. What color is his/her hair, eyes, etc.? What does his or her favorite
jacket look like?
• What was your mother, friend or teacher wearing yesterday? Get a picture in
your mind and tell me what color shirt or other clothing item he/she wore.
• Describe your favorite movie to me. Tell me exactly how a character or scene
looked. What were they wearing, where were they when a certain event
happened? Describe the location. Was there any interesting equipment in the
movie like a car, plane, boat, jet ski, etc? Describe it to me exactly. Color,
type, any special markings, etc.
• What does a picture in your room look like? Describe it to me exactly.
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Keep asking these types of questions until you see your child consistently look up
to their left or up to their right, above eye level, as they remember a picture. This
is called their visual memory side. Your child will actually hold the information
in their hand, up on the visual memory side when studying for a test, and then
look in that same direction when recalling what they learned during a written test.
Note: Some cultures believe it is impolite to look an adult straight in the eye. In
this case, you, as the adult, should bend your knees, and scoot down so you can
look into your child’s eyes.

Remember! Visual memory eye movements are not the same for every
person. You must determine whether the eye movements are UP to their left
or UP to their right. (This is easier to determine when you do not tell the
person ahead of time what you are looking for).

Now, when you teach anything that requires visual memory (i.e. spelling, math facts,
reading comprehension, science, vocabulary, etc.), you can actually use that eye
movement information to physically place the word or information to be learned
either up to the left or up to the right, so that retrieval is consistently successful.
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You will be showing your child how to access visual memory by having them
use their upward left or upward right eye movements to see a picture in their
mind.

Talk with your child’s teacher and show him or her this book. Ask them to help
their students look up into their visual memory for pictures of what they studied
rather than just keeping their eyes on their papers during their tests. Ask the teacher
to remind the students to look up and see the pictures or mental movies they took
when they first learned the material now presented on the test. You will find this
very empowering for the students because they will learn to rely on their internal
images as they learn and retrieve information during their tests.
Hint: Be sure to share this information with your child’s teacher first!

Adding Other Learning Style Strategies Lets Your Child
Access More of His or Her Brain!

Model other learning style movements to add to your child’s success.
• Move eyes up and add the eye movement camera technique to access the more
visual area of your brain.
• Move your eyes toward your ears to become more auditory.
• Move your body and put eyes down to add a more physical learning style
strategy.

Below are two diagrams of the various eye movement positions and what
they mean. Observe your child’s eyes as they study and recall information
and you’ll help them realize how their eye movements reflect the learning
style they are using.
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Eye Movement Positions

Artwork reprinted with permission from Stacey Holder

1. This child looks up and to his left when he remembers a picture. When his
eyes are up to his right, he is in visual leaning style – remembering. This is
the position he will use mostly on written tests, both when learning new
information and then recalling it.
2. When he looks up to his right, he is creating a picture of something new – a
pink elephant with purple spots for example. He can use this eye position
during creative writing for example.
3. When he looks level with his left ear, he is recalling what he heard. He is in
auditory remembered learning style at this time.
4. When he looks level with his right ear, he is creating what he is going to say.
5. When he looks down and to his right, he is in kinesthetic style –feelings only
and no words in his head.
6. When he looks down to his left, he is in kinesthetic style with an internal
dialogue in his mind about what he is feeling.
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Artwork reprinted with permission from Stacey Holder

1. This child looks up and to her right when she remembers a picture. When her
eyes are up to her right, she is in visual leaning style – remembering. This is
the position she will use mostly on written tests, both when learning new
information and then recalling it.
2. When she looks up to her left, she is creating a picture of something new – a
pink elephant with purple spots for example. She can use this eye position
during creative writing for example.
3. When she looks level with her right ear, she is recalling what she heard. She
is in auditory remembered learning style at this time.
4. When she looks level with her left ear, she is creating what she is going to say.
5. When she looks down and to her right, she is in kinesthetic style and has an
internal dialogue about what she is feeling.
6. When she looks down to her left, she is simply feeling – a completely
kinesthetic style with no words in her mind at this time.
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Which Upward Direction Does Your Child Look
When Recalling a Picture?

Eye-Brain
Connection
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Chapter 7
Motivation Tips To Use Every Day –

Motivating Even The Most Reluctant Child
Pain or Pleasure As Motivators
Act As If – Move Your Body Motivator
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Motivating Even The Most Reluctant Child
In order to motivate yourself and your child, it helps to know what motivation really
is. And once you understand what it is, you’ll want to get clear on which emotions
control motivation so that you can use them in a way that empowers, rather than disempowers.
The Benefit: Motivating yourself or your child even when neither of you
feels like doing anything.
First, I’d like you to think of a time when you’ve been really motivated to do
something. Recall the time entirely. How did you feel, what images, sounds or
feelings did you have in your mind, and whatever else that got you highly motivated.
Now, think of what it is you have to do right now, that you’ve been putting off and
apply those same strategies as when you were motivated.
I remember a time when I was very motivated to clean out my office. The truth is,
some writers sometimes have papers all over the floor, research books on the desk
and on every other available space. I put the papers into different folders when I
write and each folder contains a particular chapter. Nonetheless, it gets messy with
all the research materials in the room.
Anyway, I had an appointment with a Doctor who was coming to my office for some
accelerated learning coaching. In addition, he was going to show me a new
computer program that had to do with improving visual skills for better reading
results. Although I had “put off” cleaning up the office for days, today was it! I
suddenly got “motivated” to clean up the office and make it look more presentable.
What do you think got me motivated? Was it pain or pleasure? It would have been
very painful for me to have this person visit and see the papers strewn all over and I
don’t think it would have created the best impression. (This by the way is called
“pain” or an anxiety type motivation strategy really based on fear of consequences).
The deadline jump-started me and really got me moving quickly. The office was
spotless in less than an hour. Imagine how good I felt when it was done. (Pleasure)!
But that was not what got me started in the first place.
Now think about your life. Has there ever been a time when you’ve put something
off, waiting until the last possible moment to do it? What was it – cleaning the
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garage, doing your taxes, going on a diet, cleaning out your closet, doing the
laundry, writing a report or thesis, going grocery shopping? I’m sure everyone said
yes to at least one of the above.
Now think for a moment. What was it specifically that finally got you moving and
actually doing what you’d been putting off? Think carefully before you answer
because when you do, you’ll know the well-kept secret of how to motivate
yourself and your child…
OK – who said PAIN? That’s right – the PAIN and pressure you knew would
result from not doing what you needed to do was more intense than simply doing
it. Let me say that again. Your motivation strategy was PAIN. You generated
lots of unpleasant feelings until you motivated yourself to avoid those feelings.

You knew, for example, that if you didn’t pay your taxes, your fear of punishment,
fines, jail, etc. was worse than just getting them paid. You associated so much PAIN
to not paying your taxes, that you finally motivated yourself to take action and file
them. In other words, you didn’t act until the PAIN of not acting was worse than
procrastinating and putting it off for a while longer.
And this little tidbit is true for most people – their fear of loss is far greater than their
desire for gain… they will almost always do more to avoid PAIN than they will ever
do to get PLEASURE.
Take a moment and think about this. Play around with a picture in your mind of
how your PAIN and FEAR actually motivated you to pay those pesky taxes. I’m
sure you’ll agree that many of us waited (of course, not everyone…) until the last
minute to gather all the information needed to file.
Yet once you passed a certain threshold point, (your motivation strategy ran on
anxiety) you couldn’t stand the PAIN any longer and didn’t want punishment for not
paying Uncle Sam, so you got you very motivated to gather the information, file the
return and write out the check.
Many people do the same with their weight. They finally can’t stand the PAIN of
not looking good, being unable to fit into their clothes or maybe they can’t stand the
thought of going to a high school reunion where they might feel too much pain
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because they are overweight and might be embarrassed. Many of these people
motivate themselves based on their feelings, and many can actually see themselves
so overweight – using a big, bright picture, until they just can’t stand it anymore.
When this happens, they pass their threshold point and lose weight very quickly to
save themselves that PAIN.
When you discover what motivates you and your child, it might be PAIN or
PLEASURE, your answer is the key to creating the lasting changes you want in the
area of motivation.
Once you know whether you are controlled by PAIN or what you associate
PLEASURE with, you’ll be in the driver’s seat in regard to motivating yourself and
others.
What’s important to know – is whether it was PAIN or PLEASURE that motivated
you. And you must find out the same thing from your child, if you want to make
lasting changes when it comes to learning. Ask detailed questions about how your
child gets motivated to do something – do they hear a voice, do they feel something
in a certain location in their body, do they see a big, bright picture first?
I’ll give you a great example – using my own life. Publishing deadlines! Since I
write books, I have a publisher and an editor who give me lots of deadline dates. I
must absolutely adhere to these dates or the publication of the book gets delayed –
and that means really interesting things happen… L L
So, what do I find myself doing really often? Writing to deadline. Does this sound
like a familiar event in your life or your child’s? It’s the deadline that gets me to do
the writing. The PAIN I associate with not meeting the deadline motivates me to
produce faster.
Even though I love to write and know I am helping children turn their whole lives
around, it’s reasonable to say that I don’t always feel like writing on a particular day.
Sometimes other things come up, sometimes I want to visit with my children, my
golden retriever might need attention or, I might really need a rest to refresh my
mind.
The great thing now is - I know how to motivate myself. So I can control the
emotions and my actions rather than the other way around. And that’s the benefit
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for you and your child. Once you know what motivates you and your child to take
action you can create motivation on the spot.
Think about this a while longer. There is actually another motivation strategy. This
one is called PLEASURE. When was the last time that getting ready to go on
vacation propelled you to move faster, get more done in less time and be more
“motivated”?
See, motivation can be the result of PLEASURE as well. You probably can “feel,
see and hear” what is going to be like to go on vacation. You feel the comfort of
living your life the way you planned it on your vacation. It makes you feel good.
So, you’ll do anything you have to in order to feel that comfort sensation you get
when you go on vacation.
This time, your motivation strategy is the pleasure. It means more to you than all the
work you have to do to get ready for the trip and you’ll do whatever it takes.
With your child, do a little detective work. Mull over the times your child was
motivated to do anything. This could be even as simple as watching T.V. What is it
that prompted him or her to actually turn on the T.V.? How about going out with
friends? Eating candy? Getting an “A” in a certain class?
Believe me, their motivation strategy is in there – and you’ll quickly discover
whether they are more motivated by the PAIN and FEAR of not doing something or
the PLEASURE of doing something they love and looking forward to the result.
Action Item: If you discover that your child associates pain with learning,
maybe you’ll want to turn that around and break the pattern. What could you do to
get them to associate pleasure with learning? Remember – success breeds more
success. Teach them the strategies in this book and create new patterns of success.
You’ll notice their motivation changes quickly when they are certain they have a
success strategy for learning and will definitely succeed.
If you discover that your child acts only when motivated by PAIN, set up
consequences for inaction. It’s that simple.
So what are those painful consequences for your child who doesn’t want to do his or
her work either at school or at home? Make a list, right here of what they might be.
Remember, they don’t all have to be negative consequences, because your child
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might be motivated by lack of a positive thing happening too. (Maybe they might
not become valedictorian J )
Pain is inevitable but suffering is optional
Unknown…

List of Painful Consequences To Motivate My Child
Just to get you started, here are a few I’ve used successfully:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Removing a favorite activity from the day or week, until the work is done.
Friends can’t visit or be visited until…
No athletic participation or events until…
All TV watching removed unless the work is done…
Allowance is delayed until task is finished
List of Pleasure Items to Motivate My Child

1. Adding a favorite activity when the work is done
2. Allow friends to visit when their assignments are complete
3. Get tickets for a favorite sporting event – take your child when they do their
work
4. Permit T.V. or computer time as work gets finished
5. Sometimes, just the intrinsic pleasure of learning something new will motivate
your child
6. Challenge your child with something positive – a contest maybe.
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Yet another motivation strategy! Move Your Body!
“Act As If” Strategy
I was waiting to hear the singer – but he just couldn’t make himself sing the song.
The band continued to play the intro though. The memories of his mother’s passing
made it too painful for him, since she had taught him the song and this was the first
time he was singing it in public. He shed a few tears up on the stage and the
audience felt his anguish. Yet, almost miraculously he moved his body from the
hunched over position he was in, sat straight up and began to belt out the words…
That singer knew instinctively that our body (our physiology) controls how we feel.
Try this – it’s something I have participants do in my seminars. Imagine that you’re
having the worst day ever – your car won’t start, you’re late to work, it’s raining,
everything is going wrong. And you’re also getting evaluated today at your work –
just to make things interesting. If you had to walk to work (say 3 or 4 miles in the
rain, how would your body look – where would your head be – in what position?
How about your shoulders? The look on your face?
Well, most people (just like that singer did at first – put their head down. Their
shoulders are down, there’s a scowl on their face, and they walk more slowly.
Picture this body position – now try it yourself. Lay your head in your hands on
your desk – imagine this awful day – how do you feel? Most people aren’t feeling
all that good right now.
Now – when I count to three – leap up, lift your head high, walk fast and put a smile
on your face! Breathe deeply! Imagine you’re running to answer your front
doorbell – because your oldest, best friend, who you haven’t seen in years is ringing
your bell. Now how do you feel? Much better and more energized I imagine.
The scientific truth is – your body is calling the shots about how you feel. When
your child lays on the desk and looks down, more than likely they are not thinking
the most positive thoughts. Generally, this means they are using their kinesthetic
style more than the visual style they need for success.
So what I ask kids to do is – use your body for success and to motivate yourself. Sit
up as if you’re totally successful (try this dear reader) – what does your body look
like? How do winning athletes move and talk to themselves before that
championship game? There’s not one with their head in their hands, walking around
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slowly, looking at the ground and saying a bunch of negative things about what a
lousy player they are.
Follow their example – have your child sit or stand and “act as if” he or she is
totally successful. What does that look like? Where are the shoulders, the neck, and
the head? What kind of success look is on their face?

The exciting thing is that everyone knows how to hold their body in a success
position – even with no training.
When you want to motivate yourself or your child – MOVE! Have them move their
body into a totally successful position. When they are taking that exam – lift their
head high, breathe deeply as they answer the questions, and look up to see that inner
chalkboard in their mind!
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Chapter 8
High Performance Memory Strategies
How To Remember Anything, Anytime

Peg System for Recalling Things in Order
Number-Shape System for Dates, Numbers, Etc.
Pre-Conscious Peripherals
Rehearse, Rehearse, Rehearse
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Once you understand how learning occurs through pictures and associations, you’ll
know that the information you “input” into your brain using pictures and
associations, can be easily retrieved using the same formula. This is called access!
Access is better known as memory.
Once information is input, memory is simply knowing
where to look to recall the information.
Neuroscientists say that our brain works best using pictures with association. As an
experiment, imagine what you were wearing two days ago. Your brain did one or
two things to help you remember.
First, you may have accessed a picture of yourself immediately and easily
remembered what you were wearing. Or, if you needed to think for a moment,
several things may have popped into your mind that you associated with what you
were wearing. These would help you recall the exact kind of clothing you had on.
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You might have remembered where you were and that triggered your memory.
Perhaps you thought of what you were doing whether you had any special reason to
wear a certain kind of clothing. Maybe you remembered how you felt wearing the
clothing. All of these things are known as associations. One thing reminded you of
another. They were paired up in your brain with something else and voila –
remembered when you made the “connection” or “association”!
The ancient Greeks and Romans often had elaborate memory contests to impress
their fellow men with their “feats.” Over 2,000 years ago they used several systems,
all based on associations and pictures, which are validated by brain research today.
Since our teaching and testing system relies so heavily on what students can recall,
teaching your child these memory techniques rewards them with better memories
and higher self-esteem. You are actually putting your child in an empowered “state”
for learning. Therefore, if you are requiring your child to remember anything, you
can boost their success by giving them reliable, long term strategies.
Let your child know that there is no such thing as a poor memory, only an
“untrained one.” Your child’s memory will work like magic when you use a
few, proven memory systems. Their “memory” will be linked with the
positive feelings of success.

Memory Pegs
Look around the room you are in and see if there is a picture hanging on the wall. If
so, you can think of a memory peg like the hook in your brain that you will hang
what you want to remember on.
This system is reported on and adapted from Colin Rose’s book Accelerated
Learning and Tony Buzan’s, Use Both Sides of Your Brain.

Objective: When you want your child to remember things in
order – say, the planets, days of the week, sections in an essay for
an exam, a speech, steps to solve a math problem, etc., you can
use an ancient, proven peg memory system.
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1………Bun……….Mercury
2………Shoe………Venus
3………Tree………Earth
4………Door………Mars
5………Hive………Jupiter
6………Sticks……..Saturn
7………Heaven……Uranus
8………Gate……….Neptune
9………Sign………..Pluto
1. To recall the planets in order, have your child “memorize” the pegs. The pegs are
next to the numbers. (Remember – your now know that “memorize” simply means
to use pictures and associations like all memory experts do. You’re connecting up
those neurons and dendrites in your brain and you have a specific strategy.
2. Ask your child what they notice about the pegs and the numbers across from
them. They will say they rhyme with the numbers they are next to.
3. Then, have your child sit in their “success position” and begin to say the numbers
and pegs aloud. 1 Bun, 2 Shoe, 3 Tree, 4 Door, 5 Hive, 6 Sticks, 7 Heaven, 8 Gate,
9 Sign. Have them repeat the process much louder and again in a whisper.
4. Then have them close their eyes, hold their head up high, and you say the
numbers (one at a time) aloud. Ask them to raise their hands high in the air if they
know the rhyming peg.
Next, your child will need to make associations for the planets. The way
they do this is to ask: “What does this remind me of”? In this case, ask
them what mercury reminds them, other than the planet. Most say a car,
the mythical winged god or a thermometer.
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To create an association for anything – just ask “What Does This
Remind Me Of?” You can do this using the sound (for new vocabulary
words or with pictures while using the PEG memory system).

6. Then ask them what a bun reminds them of. Be sure they look up into their
visual memory position and get a clear image of the bun. To verify they are doing
this, ask things like, does it have sesame seeds on it? Or, ask if they thought of
another kind of bun, like a hot dog bun, a cinnamon sticky bun, or even the buns we
sit on J etc. Whatever it is, have them create colorful images of it and look upward
into their visual memory position with the pictures they’ve created.
7. Finally, either on a paper or in their visual memory “screen” position, have
your child connect both the mercury and the bun together in a single
humorous, colorful image. It’s usually best to have them draw their image in
the beginning. Maybe they have a hamburger bun with a thermometer
sticking out of it…
Reinforce by placing this image up in their visual memory screen.
8. Next, have them close their eyes, and you ask what is planet 1? They will think
of 1, the rhyming peg “bun” and see the mercury connected to the bun. They will
quickly know that planet 1 is mercury, by recalling the phrase “1 Bun – Mercury”.
Then repeat the process with the other numbers, pegs and associated images. It’s
best to review by having them hold their pictures in their visual memory position,
one at a time.
As they draw or place their images in their visual memory location, play some of
the Mozart music recommended in Chapter 13 or in the resource section to
anchor the learning with another modality. (For more information see
www.howtolearn.com/Mozart.html)
After reviewing to see that your child knows the planets in order, tell him or her you
are giving a written test. Have fun with this and remind them that they now have a
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strategy to rely on – their magic memory screen. (You’ll be creating a nice brain
link so that when your child hears the word “test” he or she will smile – knowing
that they now have a strategy to remember things on written tests).
NOTE: Your child uses this same peg memory system to remember anything in
sequential order; steps in a scientific process, essay sections for an exam, days of the
week, the planets, anything at all that must be recalled in order. If the list is longer
than 10, then just create more rhyming numbers and pegs.
I often use this strategy in my teacher education courses and teachers get to
experience first hand how powerful it is. Before we begin the exercise, I run around
the room asking teachers to tell me, “What is planet 6, what is planet 2, what is
planet 8, etc.” I give them very little time to answer and when they don’t know, I
assure them that the peg memory strategy above will allow them to know the
answers very rapidly for the “test.”
The teachers are amazed at their success and your child or student will experience
the same thing.

Note to highly visual learners:
Are you wondering why you would go through these kinds of exercises with your
child or students? Are you thinking it might take “too much time?” Remember that
you naturally make associations and pictures in your mind so quickly that you are
hardly even aware of it. Many of your children or students, are not visual learners
and do not naturally make pictures. This is a time-tested, wonderful way to show
them how. Have your child or students try it when you will be testing them on
something that they have to remember in order. They’ll shine!

The Number Shape System
Objective: Whenever you want your child to remember numbers, dates,
addresses etc. you can use what is called a number-shape system to speed up
their learning time and give them more free time to learn other things that
interest them. They can use their imagination to make learning numbers
easy and fun!
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Your child will be imagining each number in a special shape. Then when he or she
wants to remember dates, they will make up a story that goes with the shape of the
number.
Imagine each number to be in the following shapes:

1 – PEN
2 – SWAN
3 – HEART
4 – SAIL BOAT
5 – HOOK

6 – GOLF CLUB
7 - CLIFF
8 - HOUR GLASS
9 - PIPE
10 – PIZZA

Have your child draw pictures of the shape each number represents – or you can
make a poster of these pictures for them. Now they can make connections with
pictures of the numbers and the shapes. They will do this by making up a story.
This is also a very efficient memory strategy for parents and teachers too!
Repeat the numbers and their shapes out loud a couple of times before your child
makes up the story. Make sure your child is looking up at the numbers and shapes
and not down toward the desk. (The looking up above eye level (eye-brain
connection) part is very important – it’s how the brain recalls pictures the easiest.)
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Now have them make up a story. Let’s say you want your child or student to
remember a date in history. Take 1492 for example, when Columbus sailed to
America.
They might create a story like: Columbus got his pen, (1) sailed (4) on his ship
while smoking a (9) pipe and then he saw a swan (2) who led him to America.
The story will easily translate back to the actual date and event you want to
remember. Pen is the 1, sail is the 4, 9 is the pipe, and 2 is the swan. 1492 can be
easily retrieved and recalled. The more humorous and unique you make your
story, the easier it is to remember.
Telephone numbers and addresses work the same way. Your story does not need
to make sense either. Simply recall the shapes of the numbers which remind you
of the actual numbers.
Remember – all memory strategies make use of the same things, pictures with
connections or associations. Whenever you ask your students to remember
anything like dates or things in order, be sure to ask them what each thing reminds
them of in order to get a strong association. Then link that association with big
and bright pictures and their memory will be truly enhanced.

Preconscious Peripherals
Objective:
When you want your child to be reminded of their learning, both as they practice
with you and as they enter the room, a simple technique is to place pictures of what
you are teaching around the room. You don’t even need to make reference to them
while working with your child.
These items or photos can be anything that affects the five senses – as long as they
are connected to the subject at hand. The items encourage assimilation and
connecting new information to previously known information. If your child
mentally “wanders” during a lesson, what they see around the room continues to
reinforce what you are teaching.
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Rehearse, Rehearse, Rehearse
Objective:
If your child does not review as he or she learns, the information goes only into
short-term memory and will be quickly forgotten.
Rehearsing newly learned material actually strengthens and physically
changes pathways in the brain which makes retrieval easier later on.
Rehearse using the visual eye-brain connection strategies with pictures and
associations.
In his book, Master It Faster, author Colin Rose shows that the way in which
students review their studies can at least double recall. The cycle is to learn, review,
sleep, and review. Since many studies reinforce the fact that students remember
most at the beginning and the end of a lesson, make sure to have your child take
frequent breaks.
Take frequent breaks to reinforce how memory works. Kids recall the
beginning and end of a lesson more than the middle. Good breaks are to
stretch, exercise to cross the mid-line of the body to activate both brain
hemispheres and even dance to upbeat music.
1. Have your child review material after one hour, one day, one week and one
month.
2. Using music (www.howtolearn.com/Mozart.html) during learning and
rehearsal will also help your child, their physiology and their memory. The
use of music reinforces learning by providing anchors to another sense and
fosters an optimum learning state.
High mental activity increases beta wave frequency in the brain, increases blood
pressure, heart rate and muscle tension, as compared to less demanding activities.
When you add Mozart’s music during high mental activity, the brain wave
frequency decreases, thus lowering blood pressure and reducing stress.
The brain is now in an optimum state for learning. Find out more at
www.howtolearn.com/Mozart.html. As I wrote this book, I played volume IV,
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Mozart Music for Focus and Clarity. When you visit the weblink above you’ll
see other tapes and CD’s for strengthening intelligence and learning.
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Chapter 9
Super Speller Strategy
Want Higher Spelling Grades Next Week?
Inspire Your Child With The Recipe for Super Spellers

Jennifer’s Story
Super Speller Strategy
Spelling Success Hints
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Jennifer’s Story
Jennifer is a 6th grade student who studies her spelling words every week. She
writes them down 10 times each and uses them in sentences. The night before the
test she practices them out loud with her mom and reviews the words aloud just
before the test. On Friday, she takes her test.
Jennifer is discouraged when her spelling test is returned. Another C-. She wonders
how much longer this will go on. Jamie’s best spelling grade ever has been a C-!
Jennifer, like many students, with low spelling grades, has a technique she uses for
spelling, but it doesn’t get the results she wants. She’s trying to use an auditory style
for a subject that requires visual memory.
Spelling success means more than just a grade to a child. Children often
compare themselves to others in their class and gauge their self-image by
their spelling grades.

Spelling appears to be such a simple thing to many teachers and adults; yet, a child
who experiences mediocre grades or failure week after week begins to see him or
herself as inadequate or worse. Learning is no longer a delight and the child suffers
terribly inside. He or she may even display undesirable behavioral acts as a result of
poor spelling grades. All their other grades may decline as well.
In order for children to learn to feel successful, they must naturally experience
success. The Super Speller Strategy offers them a specific strategy for this success
that simultaneously improves their self-esteem.
Cathy Heissler, a special education teacher and owner of the
Learning for Tomorrow Center in Normal, Illinois, says “The Super
Speller Strategy changes my students’ lives. 100 percent of my
students go from failing to getting A’s and B’s. Their self esteem
improves so much that they do better in all their other subjects
too!”
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The secret to spelling success is to have a mental image of the word. If you have
this picture to rely on, it matches the way you are being tested. If you have ever
written a word and then said, “That doesn’t look right,” you know that you are
comparing a mental image of the word with the one you’ve written.
All good spellers use the visual eye-brain connection to learn and recall their
spelling words. When children make, store and recall these images in their mind,
they raise their grades almost immediately.
Many children may write the words over and over, but don’t convert what they’ve
written to a mental snapshot. They are feeling their hands move and may want to
get the task over quickly, but have not created the mental snapshot of each word.
Even if they practice their words aloud, without that mental snapshot, they will not
get the results the want.
As one of the teachers in my courses said, “As a child, I would write my words over
and over and just drew a blank during the test. I had nothing to rely on except the
feeling of writing them over and over. It never worked for me to just write them
down even when I knew some of the spelling rules. Once I learned how to take a
mental snapshot of the word, I got an A every week.”
At this point, you may be saying that you learned to sound words out or
learned to spell using phonics. While you may have used your knowledge
of phonics to support a visual strategy, phonics alone will not yield good
spelling results. If this were the case, schools using phonics based
programs would see excellent results with all their students and
standardized test results would not be so mixed.
It is important to remember that over two thirds of the words in our
English language are not sound based. Unless a person uses a visually
based method to check the accuracy of word, the inconsistencies and rule
changes in a phonetic approach can be overwhelming and unreliable.
The following is a procedure for teaching the Visual spelling strategy. While both
auditory and kinesthetic strategies are also used, the key to shaving off learning time
and maximizing spelling success is to have the child rely on the visual, mental image
they make of the word.
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This strategy may be easily woven into whatever spelling program you or your
child’s school uses.
Boost your child’s success by using the Super Speller Strategy video found at
www.howtolearn.com/speller.html. It’s a 30 minute video for children in grades 112 and it ensures success. I highly recommend you show this strategy to your
child’s teacher. Over 90,000 students have raised their grades to A’s and B’s
implementing this strategy. You can also watch this video on-line at
www.howtolearn.com

Super Speller Strategy
Materials needed:
• Strips of unlined colored paper about three inches high and 8 ½ inches long
(you may also use unlined colored note cards)
• Fine tipped colored markers (crayons will also work but tend to be too thick)
Before beginning the Super Speller Strategy use the Visual Eye-Brain Connection
Strategy in Chapter 6. This will help you establish where your child looks up to
when remembering a picture. You will use this location, either up to their left or up
to their right, as you teach the spelling strategy.
If you are a teacher reading this, demonstrate this technique to your class by
selecting a child who has a history of difficulty in spelling. (If you are a parent, skip
to step 1.) (These children will adopt this strategy quickly and enjoy the surprise
and admiration of their classmates). Bring this child to the front of the room and
seat the child comfortably opposite yours, then follow the directions below.
Choose a new word that the child wants to learn today. Make sure that you
guarantee the child will succeed by selecting a simpler word, not too long or
complicated, but one that they need to learn. Position your child for success – use
shorter, simpler words initially, and then you can use the special hints at the end of
the directions for the longer words later.
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1. Sit in a chair opposite your child. Ask the child what his or her favorite color is.
Have him print the word to be learned in that color on the unlined note card or
colored paper. Notice any letter or combination of letters that might need special
emphasis. Examples include the “ei” in receive, or cc in success. Have your child
decorate those letters uniquely in another color, with some decoration around the
letters like a heart in place of the dot on the i.
2. Ask your child to think of someone they know that always makes A’s in spelling.
Then, ask the child what would happen to their spelling grades if they knew the
recipe of the person they thought of who gets A’s in spelling. They will reply that
their spelling grades would go up, too.
3. Tell your child that they, just like their friend who is a super speller, has a “magic
spelling screen, movie or T.V. screen” in their mind that they will put their spelling
words on. If he or she likes, she can even “mentally beam the word onto the
blackboard in the classroom or onto the movie screen they’ve created in their mind.”
4. Tell the child that the word is in their mind’s eye. Show the child exactly where
he or she looks up to when recalling a picture that he has seen before. This is their
visual memory location. Make sure the child understands that it is up and to their
left or up and to their right. I always touch my students on the appropriate shoulder
to show them which side, rather than use the words right or left since some of them
may have left/right confusion.
5. I also usually mention to the children that they can “tune into” their spelling
channel on their T.V. screen any time they want to remember the words for their test
or during writing assignments.
6. This next part is a variation of the look, say, cover, write method used in
education for many years. Have the student hold the word card up in his or her
visual memory location (above his/her eyes and up to the left or right side). Make
sure that the distance is comfortable for the child.
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This is Whitney, holding her spelling card in her visual memory eye position.

If your child wears bifocals or progressive lenses, you want to make sure the
location you are holding the card is easy for them to see.
7. As the child holds the word card in the visual memory position, have him or her
trace the letters of the word with their finger. It will give them a kinesthetic feel for
the word while getting them to hold their head up. (This is a strategy from the
Slingerland Reading method I have used successfully with every student).
8. Have the child say the word aloud (auditory strategy) then ask the child to trace
the word with their pencil without actually writing on the letters. This is while the
card is still in the air. Notice that you are incorporating the kinesthetic or body
learning style but still having the child rely on the visual learning strategy.
9. Now, ask the child if there are any interesting combinations of letters such as the
ones they may have decorated. Perhaps they drew a happy face in an O -- J. Have
the student mention the letter or letters out loud. This gives more time to “focus”
visually on the word.
10. Now allow the child to notice letter shapes and tell you whether there are any
parts of any letters above or below the rest of the letters in the word. For example,
the tall part of the t and the h will go above; g and y go below the line. (This is
another excellent visual-shape discrimination strategy long used in spelling and
reading instruction).
11. Ask the child, “Are there any letters next to each other which are the same?”
(i.e. double consonants)
12. Now, have the student pretend to snap a mental picture of the word in their mind
and store it on their visual memory screen (for younger children I call it a “magic
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spelling screen”). Take the word card away and remind the student to actually look
back to their visual memory screen location. Tell them to remember how the word
looked and write the word down.
13. Plan for your child to succeed! Compare the word the student has written
down with the actual word on the card. When you see it is done correctly, ask the
child if they would “bet” you something special that it’s correct. You will be able to
tell by the way they answer whether they have relied on their visual memory and
how confident they feel. When they say yes, that they are sure it is correct, then
hold their card and the word they wrote down correctly up for the you (or a whole
class to see). Make certain to motivate the child with applause.
Remember, this is the first time this child has received such accolades. Imagine how
wonderful he or she will feel. The child will quickly connect learning and success.
14. If the word is written down incorrectly, say nothing except, let’s give your eyes
another look.” Then have them decorate any missed letters in other colors with new
drawings. Now, repeat the steps above.
15. Next, have the child sit facing away from you. If there is another person in the
house have him or her face that person. If you are a teacher, have the child sit facing
the class. Stand behind him or her holding the word card up for the class to see.
Ask the student to look up into her/his visual memory position and hold your hand
up to that location. Ask the child to tell you the last letter of the word. (Never use
the actual words “spell the word backwards.”) Then, marking the word in the air
with your hand, ask for the second to the last letter, the next, the next, and finally the
first letter of the word. When this is done correctly, reward the child and ask the
student to spell the word forward. Do not leave the word in the visual memory
screen in a backwards mode.
To Finish: Ask the child if he/she now has a strategy for recalling spelling
words. Have him/her teach the strategy to another child to check for knowledge.
Keep having your child practice with you and other students for 2 to 3 weeks.
Make certain that you condition your child for success.
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Prepare your child for spelling tests or writing assignments, by telling him/her to
“sit as if you are totally successful”. (Watch their posture change. HINT! Do
not say, “Sit up straight.” Use only the words above.)
Keep encouraging your child to look into their visual memory screen throughout
their tests and during writing assignments. You now have taught them a strategy
which they can use quickly and easily in all of their subjects not just spelling.
You have taught your child the “how of learning” far beyond any content
you may have introduced. This is “how” a child becomes a visual learner in
the visual world we call school.

Success Hints!
A. You can insure student success, conquer doubt and motivate your child by
introducing this Super Speller Strategy with shorter words. When you do introduce
longer words, fold the word card in half and do the process with half the word at a
time. Or, ask the child where he or she wants to divide the word.
B. Shorten spelling test lists until the child is totally confident in their new abilities.
Make absolutely certain that each time the child studies he is using the visual
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memory strategy. Talk with your child’s teacher about shortening the spelling list
until your child is getting those A’s.
C. Never, ever practice the spelling words aloud. This creates a mis-match between
learning and testing styles and creates failure before the child even starts. Always
have your child write their spelling words as they practice.
Enjoy your success and watch your child become a SUPER SPELLER!

Super Speller Strategy
Summary
1. Print the word on the colored card, using different colored markers to emphasize
unique letters which do not sound as they are spelled.
2. Hold the card up in the visual memory location – up to the left or up to the right.
3. Trace letters with finger while saying word aloud.
4. Notice any letter shapes which are unique. Look at letters above and below the
line.
5. Take a mental snapshot of the word – place it on the spelling channel on your
magic spelling screen.
6. Write the word down on your paper. Look up and remember how it looked on
the spelling screen.
7. Compare what you wrote down with the word card. Expect success!
Note: This strategy is also available to watch on-line at
www.howtolearn.com/speller.html
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Chapter 10
Math Facts Mastery

Master Math Facts in Half The Time
VAK Strategy for Math Facts
Mental-Imagery Exercises for Word Problems
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Has your child ever…
Studied math facts at home and forgot them on the test at school?
Used old-fashioned flash cards and still got low test scores?
Written out the facts hundreds of times and had trouble recalling them?

What if your child could master their

addition, subtraction, multiplication and division facts
in half the time?
How would your life be different? Imagine how your child would feel when they
passed their math facts tests with flying colors! Picture them mastering more
complex math concepts quickly since you’ve spent less time teaching the facts!
The Math Facts Mastery strategy transforms the learning process for any child,
even if your child has studied their math facts for what seems like eternity, and
never quite knew them for their tests. It also creates success for any child who
has used outdated “flash cards” repeatedly and still does not recall their facts
during the test.
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The children who seem to have given up on learning their facts are not aware that
there is another, more effective strategy available to them. They have struggled
only because they have used a learning style method that does not work well for
this type of task.
Several brain studies note that children using visual strategies when
solving arithmetic problems score higher than those who don’t.
Those who use spatial visualization, visual motor sequencing, vocabulary/
logical/ sequential processing during calculation problems are higher performing.
What this means is that students who understand that math is a visual, logical
task, will be more efficient in their learning and problem solving abilities. Their
thought processes will activate many areas of the brain and they will “see” the
facts in their mind rather than rely on just hearing, or using kinesthetic methods
such as finger counting.
The following are two strategies that incorporate visual, auditory and kinesthetic
learning strategies. Just as in the Super Speller Strategy, your child will use three
learning styles as they learn, but will, again, rely on their visual picture of the
facts for more efficient access and recall during their written tests.
With the following strategy your child will be learning addition and subtraction
simultaneously. This will reduce their learning time by half. Multiplication and
division will be learned at the same time as well.
Materials needed:
• 5 x7 unlined note cards or colored paper.
• Fine tipped colored markers (crayons will also work but tend to be too thick)

Addition and Subtraction
1. While playing the Mozart music found at www.howtolearn.com/Mozart.html
and recommended in the resource section, have your child draw a large
triangle with colored markers on unlined colored paper. If they are younger,
they may use a template you have made. If you choose, you may place the
numbers inside the triangle.
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For addition and subtraction, you will be using a large, thick right-side up
triangle that you see on the following page. For multiplication and division,
you will use an upside down triangle.

2. Use as many colored sheets as possible for the different facts. Have your child
place the numbers to be added on the outside sides (or just inside) of the bottom and
top of the triangle you see in the example above. Put a plus sign at the bottom inside
of the triangle. Place the answer at the outside edge on the top of the triangle. Draw
a minus sign in the inside at top of the triangle.
3. Tell your child that they will learn the fact over the next 2 days. This reduces
anxiety. On the first day you will tell your child that she does not have to learn
the fact today. This takes the pressure off of the thought of immediate mastery.
On the second day, tell her that today she will learn the fact. That way, your
child is already familiar with the fact.
4. Each child holds his or her triangle up above their eye level and in their upper
right or upper left visual memory position. You might call this their magic math
screen, or to tune their T.V. screen into their math channel. (Refer to Chapter 6
for directions on how to establish where this location is).
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5. Ask your child if they would like to learn the exact strategy of children who
have an easy time with math facts. Go on to explain that kids who have an easy
time see the math facts in pictures just as if they are seeing a movie screen in
their mind.
Remind them that this movie screen or magic math facts screen is either up to
their left or up to their right. Check to make sure that your child knows where
their screen is located.
6. As they are holding the fact in their visual memory position, have your child
look at the fact while you say 9 + 8 is ___ and have them fill in the answer aloud.
Then reverse the order saying 8 + 9 is ____ and have them say the answer aloud.
Then say 17 – 9 is _____ and 17- 8 is _____.
7. Have them trace each of the numbers as you are still holding the card.
As they trace the numbers, they will also say the fact aloud in the various ways it
can be presented. Have a lot of fun with this part as it will help each child get the
feel of the fact while relying on the picture.
8. Now tell your child that their eyes are actually like a video camera and they
can remember all their facts looking up to the same picture memory location
where they have studied them. Have them snap a picture of the fact and take the
triangle away.
9. Have them draw the triangle in the air with their fingers and say the fact aloud
just as before. 9 + 8 is ____; 8 + 9 is _______ ; 17 – 9 is _____; and 17- 8 is
____
10. Let the child know they will be taking a written test on all the forms of this
fact.
(Prepare a written test with each way the fact can be presented). Remind your
child to look at their magic math screen to get their answers before writing their
answers down. Give your child the test.
11. Have them compare what they have written with what is on their triangle. If
you notice that any of their answers are incorrect, simply have them decorate
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their triangle with a fun drawing and practice the fact again. If he or she has
answered all the questions correctly, it can be extremely effective for them to
reward themselves kinesthetically when their answer is correct. Tell them to clap
or pat themselves on the back as you say “good job.”

Multiplication and Division
The multiplication and division process is virtually the same as the addition and
subtraction one above. However, you will be making a triangle of a different
shape so the child can distinguish between the operations. Use the inverted
triangle below and follow the same procedure as for addition and subtraction.

Mental Imagery Exercises for Word Problems
Write out a number sentence using numbers such as 3 x 5 or 4(3 x 8) if the child is
older. Have the child create and illustrate a story problem that reflects the number
sequences. Have them create a Picture Perfect Summary of their story. (See chapter
12 on Picture Perfect Summaries. They then hold the Picture Perfect Summery up in
their visual memory location, and write the fact or problem in their story from
memory).
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Have your child look up and visualize (in their visual memory location of course)
a problem such as ‘If I put five polar bears in pink bathing suits on my airplane
and pull one out before we take off, how many are left?’ Or – use a prediction
problem like ‘Susie’s dog just had eight puppies. Five are black, two are red and
one is white. They are all in the same box. If she lets me choose one of them
(while I am wearing a blindfold), what color am I most likely to get?’

The purpose of this next exercise is to help children recognize and visualize the
same figure no matter how it is turned in space. Draw a triangle, parallelogram,
trapezoid and plus sign on a sheet of large white paper. Take another sheet of
paper the same size and draw the same figures, but free rotate or turn them in
other directions. On this second drawing, add an upper case letter T and upper
case letter K to these figures and turn them on their sides. Put all figures in a
different order than they appeared on the first paper.
Hold the first sheet up in front of your child. Let them look at it for about 1 minute.
Then take it away and hold up the second sheet of paper. Ask the children to select
which shapes were among those found on the paper they first looked at.
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Chapter 11
Word Wizard Vocabulary Strategies
Recipe for Mastering Any New Vocabulary Words
Mnemonics Strategy for Vocabulary Success
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Word Wizard
Vocabulary Mastery
Objective: By using the picture-association technique, successful students are
easily able to access words and their meanings. The way they do this is to look up
and see a picture of the word in their mind along with the connected meaning.
Every subject has new vocabulary that students must learn. Some children may feel
as if they need to master a foreign language as they move through their day in
different subject areas.
The students who can master new words and their meanings naturally use a process
that can be easily taught to other students. I have used this process successfully for
many years with teachers, students and medical students, and everyone is able to
make the connections and pictures they need to become a “word wizard.”
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Your child will be using visual, auditory, kinesthetic input channels as they learn
this brain-compatible vocabulary strategy but, just as in the other strategies, will
depend primarily on the visual portion of the strategy for recall during written tests.
Brain researchers have shown that the power of memory is multiplied many times
when we connect an association to the picture.

What Does This Remind Me Of?
An association is simply something that is connected to and reminds us of something
else. Author David Sousa says, “Whenever two events, actions or feelings are
learned together, they are said to be associated, or bonded, so that the recall of one
prompts the spontaneous recall of the other. The word Romeo elicits Juliet, Batman
gets Robin.”
Perhaps you have a favorite song that reminds you of a special time in your life. The
feeling that you get every time you hear the song is called an association. In other
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words, you connect a certain set of feelings to a picture of the event when you hear
the song. In one of my seminars, I was illustrating this point and played a portion of
Whitney Houston’s, The Greatest Love of All song. A teacher immediately smiled
and told me that this song was played as she got married. She saw herself walking
down the aisle and had very good feelings as she listened to the song in the class.
By using the picture-association technique, successful students are easily able to
access words and their meanings. The way they do this is to look up and see a
picture of the word in their mind along with the connected meaning.

Materials Needed
• 5 x 7 inch color, unlined note cards or half sheets construction paper of
various colors
• thin tipped markers
To insure success, have the child choose 3 to 5 new words to learn and then follow
the example below. If the child is younger, you may only want to select one word to
learn.
Use the Visual Eye Brain Strategy you learned in Chapter 6 before beginning the
Word Wizard Vocabulary strategy. This will be used to reinforce the visual memory
strategy used to recall words and their meanings during the child’s written tests.
1. Have your child look at the word to be learned. Tell them they must first make an
association or connection with that word. Since we know from medical research that
our brains actually learn and recall through pictures and associations, it is very
important that students create this connection first.
In order to get an association, have the students ask themselves - “What does
the sound of this word remind me of?”
For example, when learning the word Portuguese word “noz” during a language
class, ask your child what the sound reminds them of. If I were the student, I might
say it reminds me of nose. (This procedure is the same for English words and their
definitions and even works with concept, non-noun words).
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2. When first making this association tell the students not to think of the actual
meaning of the word noz at this time. Say that they are only to think of what the
sound of the word reminds them of. Once a connection is made, then they are ready
to connect it to a picture of what the word actually means.
3. Now have your child think of the actual meaning of the word noz. It means
walnut. Next, tell them to create a picture of their association (nose) with a walnut
in a single image in their mind. Add humor to this which strengthens their memory
of the word noz. In the example, I created a picture of a nose shaped like a walnut.
The placement of the meaning of the word (at the top left or top right side of the
card) is based on where the child’s visual memory location is. (See Chapter 6).

4. Tell your child to draw a picture of their association connected to the actual
meaning of the word. Use fine-tipped colored markers and place this image in the
center of the card. Remember, your child is simply connecting two images – the
association they made with the sound of the word and the actual picture of the
meaning of the word. (See the sample pictures). Make certain your child includes as
much color as possible as it serves to enhance memory.
5. Now have your child put the word (noz) just below the picture in the center. Use
only 1 color for the word noz.
6. In another color, write a short definition of the word in either the upper left or
upper right hand corner of the card depending on where the student looks for visual
memory. Refer to chapter 6 for directions on how to determine visual memory
location).
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7. To strengthen the memory process you will want to add music as your child
draws their pictures. See resource section for recommended music or visit
www.howtolearn.com/Mozart.html.
8. While playing this music, have your child hold the card, above eye level, up to
her left or up to her right visual memory position, and say the word and then the
definition aloud. For this example, say “noz – walnut”. Repeat this process of
holding up the card and saying the word and definition twice. If your child is
younger, you may want to repeat the exercise three or more times. Tell your child to
say noz-walnut louder and then softer. Then tell your child to snap a picture of the
word and its meaning as they say it aloud again.
Repeat the process above until your child has made word cards with associations and
pictures of as many words as you determine appropriate for their age level.
Remember to start out with fewer words as you introduce the technique so that all
children are assured of success.

Note: Children must hold the cards up and above their eye level. Holding the cards
lower places them in another learning style like auditory or kinesthetic.
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Tony, holding his vocabulary card in his visual memory position.

10. Now, have your child close their eyes and test them aloud first by asking either
the definition or the word. Have them raise their hands high if they know the
answer. This will check for knowledge and protect the child from any
embarrassment if they do not know. If your child does not raise his or her hand, just
tell him or her to look at their word card for review if they need to.
11. Then, tell your child you will be testing them in writing on the meanings of the
new words learned. Ask them to share their new visual strategy with you and review
how they will use it at school. Remind them to rely on this strategy during their test.
12. EXPECT SUCCESS! Use the Success Position!
Ask your child to sit as if they are totally successful and then give the written test
prepared for them. To help your child feel more successful, I recommend a
technique called “Success Position.” Try it yourself now. Sit as if you are totally
successful. Notice the change in your posture and breathing. Take pictures of your
child in their new success position and put them up. Before a test or when learning
something new, make sure your child sits in their success position.
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Teacher Kim Whichard, in Livermore, California says this about the success
position: “I was totally amazed at the difference those two words made in
not only the students’ posture but attitude and work. It wasn’t long before
they were reminding each other of the success position. A positive, energetic
‘I CAN’ spirit awakened my students when those 2 simple words were used.”
Remind your child to look up to their left or up to their right for visual memory
during their test. It is always a good idea to mix the questions so that you are asking
for some words and some definitions. That way you can have your child continue to
rely on their visual pictures during recall.
If you are studying with your child at home before the test, make certain to study
using only the written form – nothing aloud if they are taking a written test the next
day. Children need to match the way they study with the way in which they will be
tested.
Success hints!
Before the test, have the child sit as if they are totally successful. Remind them to
look onto their vocabulary screen in their mind and see the pictures they drew on the
cards.

Mnemonics for vocabulary success
Mnemonics is another excellent strategy for helping students learn their new words.
This is a combination of an auditory and visual technique, but again, make sure the
child learns to rely on the visual portion of the strategy for effective memory during
their tests.
Mnemonics is any technique that improves the efficiency of the memory. There are
countless mnemonics techniques available and many students have used the
following strategy with great success.
As in the previous example, you will want your child to create a word card for the
word and mnemonic and hold it in their visual memory position as they study. Once
they create the mnemonic, have them use the procedure above to study what they are
learning.
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Here is a picture, with its mnemonic example, that I use to help first year medical
students memorize the bones in the hand:

Bones in Hand
1. Skate

sacphoid

2. late

lunate

3. Peter.

Pisiform

4. Try

triquetrum

5. to

trapezium

6. trap

trapezoid

7. Captain

capitate

8. Hook

hook of hamate

Notice that I attempted to make the mnemonic sound like actual bone names.

How to Build An Ivy League Vocabulary in 15 Minutes A Day
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Using the word wizard study tips in this chapter, all the vocabulary words to make
your child and word expert are located at http://tinyurl.com/6ap8l
I highly recommend this site for the most comprehensive vocabulary learning
program available!

Chapter 12
Picture Perfect Summaries
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Picture Perfect Summaries for Higher Grades
How To Create A Picture Perfect Summary
Advantages of Studying With Picture Perfect
Summaries
SQ 3R Enhanced Study Technique
Other Uses for Picture Perfect Summaries

Picture Perfect Summaries
One of the best ways I know of to increase retention and boost grades is to use
Picture Perfect Summaries. Picture Perfect Summaries make it easy to learn and
organize large amounts of information and easily take the place of traditional note
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taking formats. You will notice that Picture Perfect Summaries are included at the
end of each chapter in this book as a pictorial way of organizing and summarizing
the content.
We have trainer and author, Tony Buzan, to thank for the invention of Mind Maps ™,
the first application of pictures rather than traditional note taking. These Picture
Perfect Summaries are a graphic way to organize and create visual images of new
material to be learned. The Picture Perfect Summary arranges material around a
central idea.
Mr. Buzan studied the three most common methods for note taking during lectures
and then tested each with the following results:
Writing a complete transcript
Writing a summary
Writing key words only
The least learned results were from the complete transcript method and the most
learned and remembered information was the student writing his or her own key
words.
Picture Perfect Summaries make good use of the fact that the brain learns through
associations and pictures and allows students to create their own key words around
the pictures. Associations play a dominant role in nearly every mental function, and
every word and idea has numerous links attaching it to other ideas and concepts.
Picture Perfect Summaries take on basically the same structure as memory itself as
shown by brain researchers Robert Ornstein and others.

Picture Perfect Summary Advantages
Ø Learn more in less time
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Ø Improved memory and concentration
Ø Better organizational skills
Ø Jump start creativity – encourages divergent thinking
Ø Aligned with brain based learning
Ø More efficient, whole brain learning
Ø Creates links between subjects
Ø Makes learning more fun
As I wrote this book, I used Picture Perfect Summaries extensively to organize my
thoughts and outline each chapter. I found that they inspired me and helped generate
new ideas as I looked at them.
Below is an example of a Picture Perfect Summary I created for an Accelerated
Learning Seminar I did for medical students and faculty in a medical school in
northern California.
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Picture Perfect Summary
Saves Time
Uses your whole brain

Makes Learning Fun!

Shows links between related points

Creates Super - Memory

Be Brain Smart! - Think in Pictures too!
Brings out the Einstein in You!

Instead of using traditional, uninviting, and frankly boring outline forms, your child
or student will be fired up about their note-taking and studying when you share
Picture Perfect Summaries with them.
Have your child read their texts and create Picture Perfect Summaries as they read.
Every time they read or hear something that seems interesting or important, have
them add the idea to their Picture Perfect Summary.

Creating Picture Perfect Summaries
Materials Needed:
• Large sheets of unlined paper or light colored sheets of construction paper –
turn each sheet in a horizontal direction for more space
• Colored thin tipped markers or colored pencils
You can make Picture Perfect Summaries as elaborate or simple as you wish. When
I create Picture Perfect Summaries for myself, I draw a circle in the center of the
page and attach lines to it.
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The circle in the middle contains the idea to focus on. For example, when writing
this chapter, I put Picture Perfect Summaries in a circle in the center and added lines
for new ideas around the main focus as I thought of them. Then I made shapes such
as hearts, squares, rectangles, stars, etc. for each category and attached them to the
lines I’ve drawn around the circle.
In each shape, I put an image of what the information reminded me of (remember
associations?) and a couple of words connected to the image.
Below is a proven standard study technique that I learned in college, but have
enhanced to make it even more powerful. The SQ 3 R will show your child or
student how to master new chapter material, quicker and faster than ever before. Be
sure to use the Mozart Effect music as your child studies the information.
(www.howtolearn.com/Mozart.html )
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SQ 3 R Enhanced Study Technique
Creating Picture Perfect Summaries For Chapters In A Text

Survey

Look over the material before you read it.
Check the chapter names and any dark
headings in each chapter. This gives the
brain an overview of what’s in the chapter.

Question

In a notebook, turn all dark headings into
questions for you to answer.
(Who, What, Where, When, Why, How)

Read

Read for a purpose! This will keep you from
getting bored! Read to answer your own or
the end-of-chapter questions.

Recite

Recite the material to yourself. Create
Picture Perfect Summaries for each chapter.
Hold Summary In Visual Memory; snap a
picture and place it into visual memory.

Review

Review material just before the test. Use
your visual memory eye position; use Mozart;
study in same location as the test if you can.
Make a picture of yourself as successful!
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Remember: brief is best. A Picture Perfect Summary is not meant to be full of
words, but only a few, well-chosen words with connected images. The images
will trigger the words. The images are to be colorful and meaningful to the
individual student.

Studying With Picture Perfect Summaries
Adding as many senses to a Picture Perfect Summary as possible will strengthen
memory pathways in the brain. When you add color, humor, sound, music, imagery
and associations to the map your students will accelerate their understanding and
memory of what is on the map.
If you are a teacher, have your students create Picture Perfect Summaries as you
lecture about a subject or as the class discusses elements of a chapter or theme
lesson. Many teachers know that students often neglect to relate the parts to the
whole as they read separate sections in a book. Picture Perfect Summaries are a way
to encourage the understanding of relationship between the sections in a chapter to
the main concept.
Once the Summaries are finished (you may have several Summaries for a chapter),
have the students place the Summaries in their visual memory location (up to their
left or up to their right) and begin to make mental snapshots of the images and words
on their Picture Perfect Summaries.
Have students go around their Summary clockwise and read what they have written
aloud or silently, while still holding the Picture above eye level.
To make this process even more powerful, I have experienced that playing music
while the class draws their Picture Perfect Summaries can enhance the effectiveness.
Students learn to link a certain type of music with their creative and memory
abilities and I play the same music each time they study their Picture Perfect
Summaries before a test. See resource section for the recommended music. Or visit
www.howtolearn.com/Mozart.html.
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Other Uses for Picture Perfect Summaries
As you become more experienced creating and using Picture Perfect Summaries you
will discover that there are unlimited applications for the process.
Here are just a few:
1. Organizing a project – Many projects (such as writing a book, studying for
finals or creating a project) can overwhelm students. Picture Perfect
Summaries will eliminate this overwhelm immediately because it will
“chunk” the project into smaller pieces that are more manageable. It takes
only a few minutes to organize the whole project on a Picture Perfect
Summary.
2. Brainstorming – Brainstorming is the kind of free flowing activity that
breeds high levels of creativity. Brainstorming was initially developed by
Alex Osborn, co-founder of an advertising firm. Osborn used brainstorming
to develop creativity as early as 1939 and believed that a critical aspect to
business success was the ability to think “outside the box.”
When students brainstorm in the classroom, all judgment is suspended as
ideas are written down. They will be producing quantity seeking
improvement and quality at the end of the process. Brainstorming can be used
as one classmate writes everything down on a large piece of butcher paper or
the chalkboard and the other students call out unedited ideas.
3. Cooperative projects – When a whole class, or a small group creates a
project a Picture Perfect Summary can be created out of several pieces of
paper. Several people can write one idea on a smaller sheet and then put them
all in the middle of a table. More students can come up, take one sheet at a
time and write one or two more ideas related to the one chosen. At the end, a
couple of students can create a Picture Perfect Summary of the whole group’s
ideas. What a great way to encourage cooperative learning!
4. Writing – Using Picture Perfect Summaries quickly eliminates writer’s block.
It encourages organization of the paper, article or book and ideas easily flow
from one another. Just have students place the main idea in the middle – it
can be a noun or concept. Simply attach words around the idea as they come.
Each word will trigger more. Pictures can be added later. Eventually, your
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students will settle onto one or more of the words and they will have a topic to
develop.
5. Journaling - Picture Perfect Summaries can also be used for journaling and
developing students’ ability to write down their thoughts in a unique format.
Here are a few topics to get your child or students started.
Values
Success
Heart
Flower
Learning
Inspiration

Time
Pet
Kind
Friendship
Helping
Overcoming obstacle
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Picture Perfect Summaries
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Chapter 13
How Music Makes You Smarter

Benefits of Music for the Brain and Body
New Research on How Music Makes You Smarter
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Benefits of Music for the Brain and Body
Have you ever noticed how your favorite music can make you feel better? Well,
new research studies now show how music can make you smarter too! Several
books, including Tune Up Your Brain by Elizabeth Miles and The Mozart Effect by
Don Campbell, as well as The Society for Neuroscience at http://tinyurl.com/5auvu
has condensed the world’s research on all the beneficial effects of certain types of
music.
Some of the hundreds of benefits are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Improves test scores
Cuts learning time
Calms hyperactive children and adults
Reduces errors
Improves creativity and clarity
Heals the body faster
Integrates both sides of the brain for more efficient learning
Raises IQ scores 9 points (research done at University of California, Irvine)

In 1996, the College Entrance Exam Board Service conducted a study on all students
taking their SAT exams. Students who sang or played a musical instrument scored
51 points higher on the verbal portion of the test and an average of 39 points
higher on math.
Major corporations such as Shell, IBM, and Dupont, along with hundreds of schools
and universities use specific music to cut learning time in half and increase retention
of the new materials.
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According to the research outlined in the books, musical pieces, such as those of
Mozart, can relieve stress, improve communication and increase efficiency.
Creativity scores soar when listening to Mozart. I use the Mozart Focus and Clarity
Volume IV CD as I wrote this book, and any time I want to enhance my
concentration.
In my teacher and parent training seminars, I have been using music for years as a
strategy to reduce learning time and increase students’ memory of the material.
Music activates the whole brain and makes you feel more energetic.
In the work place, music “raises performance levels and productivity by reducing
stress and tension, masking irritating sounds and contributing to a sense of privacy,
says Campbell, author of The Mozart Effect.
Mr. Campbell has compelling new evidence to show how music, used properly, has
calmed students with such problems as ADHD and even helped autistic children. He
says “43 of the world’s largest industrial companies provide music to their
employees.” Dupont used a music listening program in one department that cut its
training time in half and doubled the number of people trained. Another corporation
using music found that clerical errors decreased by one third.
Dr. Georgi Lozanov, the renowned Bulgarian psychologist, developed a
methodology for teaching foreign languages that used baroque music with a beat
pattern of about 60 beats per minute. Students learned in a fraction of the normal
time. In a single day, one half of the normal vocabulary and phrases for the term (up
to 1000 words or phrases) were learned. In addition, an added benefit was that the
students had an average of 92% retention of what they had learned!
Dr. Lozanov has proven conclusively that by using certain Baroque pieces, foreign
languages can be mastered with 85-100% effectiveness in 30 days, when the usual
time is 2 years. Students learning with the Baroque Music were able to recall their
second language with nearly 100% accuracy even after they had not studied it for
four years!
For many years, with thousands of students, The Center for New Discoveries in
Learning, Inc. has been evaluating the use of music both in the classroom and while
students study. We have found that students using Mozart and certain Baroque
pieces (recorded at about 60 beats per minute) felt calmer, could study longer and
had a higher rate of retention as well as earning better grades according to their
teachers.
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These special music pieces, recorded at just the right tempo, activate the left and
right brain for the maximum learning/retention effect. The music activates the right
brain and the words your child is reading or saying aloud activates the left brain.
This increases the learning potential a minimum of five times according to the
research.
When your body hears the even, one beat per second of Baroque music, your heart
rate and pulse relax to the beat. When you are in this relaxed, but alert state, your
mind is able to concentrate more easily. Music corresponds to and affects our
physiological conditions. During heavy mental work, our pulse and blood pressure
rises, and it’s usually more difficult to concentrate in this state. The Baroque and
Mozart music pieces on the Mozart Effect learning tapes and compact disks have
been especially selected for their beat pattern, reduce your blood pressure and pulse
rate and increases your ability to learn at the same time.
You’ll want to listen to these tapes when you study, work or drive in the car to
receive the tremendous benefits. This is the music of such composers as Mozart,
Vivaldi, Pachabel, Handel and Bach. I use these tapes every day and find them
found them to be extraordinarily effective.
Recent News Reports on How Music Improves the Brain and Heals the Body
A recent news article reported that researchers have discovered direct evidence that
music stimulates different regions of the brain responsible for memory, motor
control, timing and language. For the first time, researchers also have located
specific areas of mental activity linked to emotional responses to music.
At McGill University in Montreal, neuroscientist Anne Blood, who conducted the
study said, “You can activate different parts of the brain, depending on what music
you listen to. So music can stimulate parts of the brain that are under active in
neurological diseases or a variety of emotional disorders. Over time, we could
retrain the brain in these disorders.”
Harvard University Medical School neurobiologist, Mark Jude Tramo, says that
“Undeniably, there is a biology of music. There is no question that there is
specialization within the human brain for the processing of music. Music is
biologically part of human life, just as music is aesthetically part of human life.”
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Based on all the available research, I most highly recommend the Music for the
Mozart Effect four volume program to achieve the best results in learning, health
and creativity.
The tapes/CD’s are called Music for the Mozart Effect*, Volumes I, II, III and IV.
Volume I is called Strengthen The Mind, Music for Intelligence & Learning (best
used for studying). The suggested uses for how to listen are included with the CD’s
or tapes; Volume II – Heal The Body (best used for reducing stress, tension and
accelerating healing); Volume III – Unlock the Creative Spirit – Music for Creativity
& Imagination (best used during times you want to accelerate your creativity);
Volume IV is a two disk set called Music for Focus and Clarity.
Visit www.howtolearn.com/Mozart.html for more information to help your child or
student learn more effectively or help you focus and retain more in the work place.
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Chapter 14
Writing Extremely Excellent Essays
Perfect Essay Writing Formula
9 More Easy Steps for Excellent Essays Every Time
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Perfect Essay Writing Formula
Everyone has the ability to write extraordinary essays. The ideas are inside your
child’s or student’s brain just waiting to be put on paper in a form that everyone can
read. Schools and home-schools require essay writing, so do colleges and college
entrance exams, so, why not learn a few simple tips to make essay writing easy?
Below is a template, followed by 9 additional easy steps for that perfect essay every
time.

Template for Excellent Essays
1. Write down the topic you are writing about – simple, straightforward
Example: Amazing Grades
2. Brainstorm ideas that someone interested in your topic would also be interested
in. This helps you think of related ideas.
Example: Motivating yourself instantly
Cut learning time in half; higher grades in 14 days
High Performance Memory Strategies
3. Select a title for your essay – like, Tips for x, or Top 10 Things You Must Do If
You Want Y, etc.
Example: How to Create Higher Grades in 14 Days Using Your Child’s
Personal Learning Style
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4. Pretend your reader knows absolutely nothing about your topic. What is the
first sentence you would use to give them peak their interest? Perhaps it might
be a question, or a simple statement.
Example: Would you like to have higher grades in 14 days?
5. Keeping in mind your title, explain why you are taking the position you take, or
why you believe your title to be true. This is the part where you use as many facts to
support your idea as possible. Write several sentences, using some of the
brainstorms you had in step 2.
Example: Learning can be tough, but you don’t have to do it alone. Many
learning experts say that learning is not about being smart – it’s about strategy.
These experts show you how with xxx…
6. After you’ve written your supporting ideas and facts, go back and ask yourself if
you would like to write a short introductory paragraph.
7. Then ask yourself if you would like to write a conclusion tying everything
together.
8. Congratulate yourself – you’ve just written an excellent essay!

9 More Easy Steps to Perfect Essays Every Time
1. First, create a Picture Perfect Summary. Put your title/main idea in the center
of the page, make a circle around it and write down all the ideas and key
words about your topic that you can think of. Use one branch off the circle
for each main idea. You’re brainstorming at this point so just write down any
ideas that come into your mind. (That’s how I write magazine and news
articles and books too)!
2. Look over your Summary of ideas and key words. Organize them into
groups. Make sure that each group reflects the topic or question that you’re
writing about.
3. Divide your groups into the three main parts of the essay – the beginning,
middle and the end. Your beginning has to be snazzy to make your reader
want to read more. The middle develops and supports your main topic. Back
everything you say up with facts, quotations, evidence. The end will give a
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clever answer or summary to the original question or idea that you started
with and tie up those loose ends.
4. Draft your essay – get on the computer and start in the middle. That’s how I
wrote this book! Give each idea it’s own paragraph, don’t worry about style
and spelling at this point. You can check this later. Your Picture Perfect
Summary is your guide. Use all the ideas that you decided were important.
5. Now proceed to write the ending. Make sure it sums up your
answer/summary to the main topic/question. Look back at the draft of the
middle. Write down the 5 or 10 most important key words. Find the shortest
way to link them together – this is called your ending.
6. Now, draft the beginning. It will be the overall – big picture of what you’re
going to say. There’s an old saying from my college days English class: Tell
em what you’re going to say, tell em, tell em what you said! This beginning is
very important to set the stage – make sure it’s catchy and makes the reader
interested in what you have to say.
7. Now, go to bed and get some rest. Give the ideas a chance to process in your
brain. Tomorrow you’ll notice a few more points to talk about and think of
additional ways to say things.
8. Author, Colin Rose, says, “EDIT – Excellent Draft, Inspirational Text”… read
the whole essay aloud to yourself. Tape record it if you can. Does it sound
logical and convincing? Are your examples bringing your ideas to life?
Check the beginning – is it awesome – does it make sense? Edit the
beginning, middle and end – check spelling and grammar. Have someone else
proofread it too. Now check the middle. Did everything you said relate to the
main topic or question? Is it convincing? Go to your ending. Edit it – is it
punchy? This is the place to really put on your thinking cap. Did you really
convince your reader??
9. Polish up how the essay looks – Is it neat, organized, well written? Are you
satisfied that it does the job you started out to do? Only you can be the judge
of this. Your essay reflects how you think – do you like the way it came out?
If so, turn it in!!!
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Chapter 15
Brain Smart – Body Smart
Tips for Every Child’s Success

BBAP – Four Ways That Learning Occurs
Brilliant Brain Foods
Smart Foods for Smarter Kids
The Physical Learning Environment
Dissolving Learning Blocks
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Helping children succeed means attending to the needs of the “whole” child.
Several factors need to be considered including health, nutrition, safety, environment
and beliefs.
The following are some helpful tips you can use right away to assist your child or
student on their road to learning success.

BBAP – The Four Ways Learning Occurs
As you help your child learn, always keep in mind the foundations of learning. Here
are the four foundations upon which successful learning is built. When you include
each of these in your lessons, whether at home or in school, your child will
accelerate their learning abilities. BBAP means belief, body, association and
pictures.
• Belief – In order for a child to develop a belief that he or she is successful,
and can learn, he/she must first experience success. As you introduce new
concepts, build in a match between learning styles and testing styles to create
success.
The success your child experiences leads to a belief that they can be
successful. When you try out the new ideas in this book and others, chunk
down the learning task so that the child starts with smaller portions which
guarantee success.
In spelling, for example, give shorter lists of words to begin with and build up
to the usual number on your list. When first learning the new math facts
strategy, suspend timed tests. Given your child a chance to get used to
success before measuring the speed with which they can write their fact. This
way, the child builds a foundation of success and will be excited to try new
things, knowing there is a strategy for learning each of them.
• Body - Your child’s body’s position makes a physiological statement to the
brain. When your child is slumped over, they do not radiate success internally
or externally.
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Have your child learn in the “success position” – sitting as if they are totally
successful. Make sure to remind them to sit in this position while taking a
test.
• Association – The brain creates associations naturally, and you will want to
make this a conscious process for your child. In every subject area, have
them ask themselves, “What does this remind me of?” to create an
association in their brain. They can make associations based on sounds of the
new word to be learned in vocabulary, or link new learning with past
successes, events and pictures in their lives. They can also learn to create
new associations for the future. Teach them new phrases such as testing is
fun when I know I have the strategies to do well. If your child is younger,
they may like to use phrases like “I love testing cuz I know how!”

•

Pictures – When you want to guarantee learning success, have your child
look up into their visual memory screen and recall pictures of what they
learned with the associations they created. The brain learns best with pictures
and associations. Classic brain/memory experiments done by A. Pavio
between 1969 and 1986 reveal that we recall best in images. Just for a
moment, think of your oven at home. Did you recall the letters o,v,e,n, or did
you see an image in your mind? During recall, use images frequently.
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Brilliant Brain Food
Smart Foods for Smarter Kids
When was the last time you ate something and noticed the effect on how you felt? I
remember when my son was younger and what happened whenever he came home
from a friend’s birthday party. “Higher than normal” activity levels does not
adequately describe his behavior but bouncing off the ceiling does!
Ah yes, the joys of parenting – “to feed or not to feed” sugar to my son – that was
the question…
The scientific truth – food affects mood! Eat lots of sugar, your blood sugar takes a
quick leap up, and then plummets just as quickly, leaving you feeling tired, cranky
and ready to eat more sugar, just for the “energy” boost.
This can be an endless cycle for many children, and they may act erratically, seem
moody, appear to lack concentration either in school or at home, and a whole host of
other food/mood symptoms… The phrase, you are what you eat pops to mind!
Watch to see what your child eats to discover whether he or she is a “carbohydrate”
addict. This child will eat all sorts of sugars, including pasta, breads, pizzas,
cookies, cereals and not much protein like fish or chicken. The carbs turn into sugar
to create that “quick jump in blood sugar.”
The link between what children eat, how they behave and their learning abilities
deserves our attention as we search for new ways to help them achieve. This is
something that both parents and schools are in a position to address directly. Even
though we may not think of food and learning as linked, there is a large body of
scientific medical research to substantiate the connection.
When children come to school without food or with only sugary snacks in their
stomachs, their systems cannot possibly function at optimum levels for their best
performance in the classroom. Their brain is being robbed of the nutrients it needs
when they are hungry or “running on sugary snacks.”
I recommend to parents and teachers that they ask their students to keep a diary of
what they eat during the week along with notes about how they feel and how they
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perform in the classroom. Ask them to notice whether they are tired, get headaches,
stomach aches or runny noses. Each of these symptoms can be related to what they
have eaten and might impair learning and the skills needed during test taking.
In my book, What’s Food Got To Do With It?, I reported on the largest study ever
done on the relationship between food and learning. It took place in 803 New York
City Public schools over a four year period. The results were stunning! Over one
million students raised their national test scores 41% when the school cafeterias
made changes in the kind of food they served. The cafeterias eliminated artificial
colors, flavors, preservatives like BHA and BHT and reduced the amount of sugar.
Before and after the study, children took the national CAT to assess their progress.
The study results were reported in the International Journal of Biosocial Research.
The New York City Public Schools raised their mean national academic
performance percentile ranking from 39.2% to 54.9% in four years! (Schoenthaler,
S.J. 1986) This was done with simple changes in the kinds of food served at school.
Many more recent studies have appeared in various medical journals to validate the
link between nutrition and learning. In 1988, the results of an eight month double
blind study done with British schoolchildren were published in the prestigious
Lancet medical journal. 30 children were given special vitamin and mineral
supplements and took standardized intelligence tests before and after the study.
Their non-verbal intelligence scores went up an average of nine points from 111120, compared with a one point gain for children who were not taking the
supplements.
Another study done in 1991 showed a strong connection between diet and delinquent
behavior. Steven J. Schoenthaler, a California State University criminologist, gave
26 juvenile delinquents, who were institutionalized, either a multivitamin-mineral
supplement or a placebo for 13 weeks. These children took the Wechsler
Intelligence Scale for Children intelligence test along with measuring their blood
concentrations of the supplements.
Once again, the non-verbal scores on the I.Q. test went up – this time an average of 6
points. One of the children’s IQ score went up an astonishing 25 points from 117 to
142! Further, the blood levels of the nutrients increased just as the IQ levels did,
indicating that their bodies needed the vitamins and minerals.
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These studies and many more represent a developing field that can be of value to
parents and educators in helping students achieve.

Recommendations For Improving Learning Performance:
EAT PROTEIN: I have discovered that having students eat protein before exams
helps keep their energy up and makes them more alert. When they eat carbohydrates
like breads, pastas and sugary cereals, it can cause them to become tired and
sluggish due to the sudden rise and drop in their blood sugar.
If you can give your child peanuts or raw almonds about 20 minutes before exams,
you will find that the children think better and faster. Soaking the almonds all night
in spring water will make them taste even better and they lose their bitterness. Nuts
supply choline and lecithin that feed the neurotransmitters in the brain and improve
memory. Eating protein keeps erratic blood sugar levels in check and your child
will be able to think more clearly for longer periods of time. Make certain that your
child has no allergies to either peanuts or almonds before serving.
CHOOSE REWARDS OTHER THAN SUGAR. This will help eliminate the
connection between comfort and food and may save some children from a lifetime of
obesity.
• Ask school personnel to re-evaluate whether the money raised through the
sale of cola and candy at school is worth the price the children may pay in
terms of poor health and decreased learning abilities. Many schools are
paying attention to the latest medical research on obesity and type II diabetes
and eliminating the machines. While these machines may raise some needed
funds, they teach students poor nutritional habits and encourage high levels of
sugar consumption. The amount of refined sugar consumed by the average
child can contribute to both hyperactivity and type II diabetes.
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Several recent medical articles have reported that Type II diabetes, which has rarely
been diagnosed in children, is now an epidemic. Consuming too much sugar
contributes to this disease and occurs when the pancreas tires of putting out insulin
to balance out the high sugar levels in the blood.
In addition, eating too much sugar limits opportunities to obtain higher quality
nutrients.
Some children may be more active after consuming sugar and may not be able to
concentrate as well during class or during testing. In his book, Healing Through
Nutrition, Melvyn Werbach, M.D., says that sugar can interfere with learning by
increasing adrenaline levels. He notes that, “In a Yale study, children had a dramatic
rise in blood adrenaline after eating the equivalent of two frosted cupcakes for
breakfast. Adrenaline may increase anxiety and irritability and reduce
concentration, thus making learning more difficult.” (Werbach 1993).
You might begin to notice what several schools nurses already have – that students
coming to them for medication such as Ritalin may also eat large quantities of sugar,
foods high in fat and other unhealthy items.
In addition, long term Ritalin use may create serious health problems for students.
Oakland County Medical examiner, Ljubisa Dragovic, concluded in April, 2000,
that long term Ritalin use may have caused a 14 year old’s heart attack and death.
The long term use caused changes in the small blood vessels that supplied the heart
muscle and led to the heart attack.
EVALUATE HEALTH ISSUES IN SCHOOL CAFETERIA FOOD: With
media reports of unhealthy, overweight children abounding, take a look at what your
school serves for breakfast and lunch. Are these meals healthy, or high in fat and
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refined sugar? For example, are you aware that fast foods, such as french fries, are
coated with sugar to make them brown better? Do you know what nitrates and
nitrites are?

Also, most fast foods and packaged foods have high levels of an unnatural substance
known as hydrogenated oil, or trans fat, which the NIH (National Institute of Health)
says is not safe at any level and linked with a large variety of health problems.
Hydrogenated or trans fats can cause cell malfunctions that are bad for the body and
brain. These fats are missing an electron and allow free radicals (which can cause
diseases of all kinds), to roam throughout the body. These fats have been converted
from liquid to solid form to increase shelf life. While food manufacturers may
increase their profits by increasing shelf life, the consumer’s health may suffer.
As children consume higher quantities of hydrogenated oils and fat, which are found
in nearly every packaged product on the market, their diets becomes dangerously
deficient in the good fats known as omega 3 fatty acids. One study from Purdue
University by Drs. Laura Stevens and John R. Burgess, reported in the June 1996
issue of Physiology and Behavior, found that “A greater number of behavior
problems were reported in subjects with lower total omega-3 fatty acid
concentrations. Additionally, more learning and health problems were found in
subjects (boys, ages 6-12) with lower total omega-3 fatty acid concentrations.”
EAT FOODS RICH IN OMEGA 3 ESSENTIAL FATTY ACIDS OR TAKE
OMEGA 3 SUPPLEMENT CAPSULES.
Eating salmon, albacore white tuna, sardines, herring, flax seeds or flax oil will all
help increase the levels of omega 3 essential fatty acids in the system. Use olive oil
on your salad and when you cook – the cold first pressed, virgin olive oil is best.
We like a product called Pro Omega capsules (either in liquid or capsules) because it
has the perfect proportions of the good fatty acids your child needs for brain and
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body. It also comes from the purest waters in the world. The DHA, included in the
formula, is especially beneficial for the brain. For more information on this product,
read the research at www.howtolearn.com/omega3.html and call us at (800) 4698653 or (707) 837-8180 to order. Or E-mail us at info@howtolearn.com
Recent research, reported in the July 22, 2003 issue of the Archives of Neurology,
states that eating omega rich foods significantly reduce the risk of Alzheimer’s,
stroke, heart disease, and improve memory by helping nerve cells fire more
efficiently.

The Learning Environment
As school districts across the nation scramble to improve student performance
levels, they are trying alternative teaching methods, new materials, improved teacher
training, mentor teacher programs, smaller classes, longer school years, Saturday
sessions and much more.
However, in this search, many districts have not yet taken a close look at the
physical classroom environment where their students spend so much time.
Some new studies have been released to show that both student achievement and
student behavior can be improved with some careful attention to the student learning
space.

Daylight Improves Grades
There have been several studies lately that indicate using natural lighting in the
classroom can raise grades. In one study, conducted in 1999 by the architectural
consulting firm, Heschong Mahone Group, “students who took their lessons in
classrooms with more natural light scored as much as 25 percent higher on
standardized tests than other students in the same school district.”
Each of these studies confirms the lifetime work of Dr. John Ott, a researcher who
showed how florescent lighting (of the kind found in nearly every classroom)
distorts brain and nervous system functioning.
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The students in his studies who worked under fluorescent lights in the classroom
were found to be tired, irritable, inattentive and unruly. When full spectrum lights
were substituted, the students settled down to normal. There were significant
reductions in behavioral problems, learning disabilities and academic improvement.
The students paid more attention to their teacher, showed more interest in their
studies and rarely needed discipline.
INVESTIGATE HAVING THE LIGHTING CHANGED: Have your school
conduct some studies of their own by placing some full spectrum, natural lighting in
the classrooms. Observe whether there is a change in how both students and
teachers feel and perform. I know that when I changed the lighting in both my
classroom and my home to full spectrum (which more closely resembles natural
light) I felt better and was more clear headed.

Can Electro-Pollution or EMF Affect Learning?
Another aspect in the physical learning environment which may be very important to
our understanding of how to help children learn is whether EMF or electromagnetic
fields exposure impairs learning, health or contributes to learning problems.
Although studies are not conclusive and researchers often disagree, it is true that
electromagnetic fields, produced from any electrical device including cell phones
and computers, are increasing in number.
Since many schools are built near high power lines or transformers, it is an issue that
deserves more attention. There is some evidence that these fields have many
adverse effects on to both humans and animals and locally, I do know that the
percentage of teachers and children with cancer and childhood leukemia is
significantly higher in schools built near these high power lines.
In addition, being around computers, printers and cell phones all day long can easily
fatigue the human nervous system.
While scientists and politicians often disagree on the severity of these effects, there
is no disagreement that there has been a staggering increase in learning disabilities in
the last two decades. This increase is certainly enough to warrant more
investigation. As our understanding of various environmental effects on student
learning and behavior deepens, more research will become available to help you
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enhance the performance of your students. I believe this is a positive trend and
merits our continued attention.
In the meantime, if you notice that you or your students are more fatigued than you
would like, get headaches while using computers, are bothered by the florescent
lights in the classroom, etc. too much EMF exposure may be part of the cause. If
you would like more information on this subject, refer to the resource section at the
back of the book. There are numerous studies showing that Q-Link related products
have decreased anxiety levels and calmed over active children.
The Q-link was recently mentioned in Time Magazine article, because so many
athletes are using it to enhance their performance. I have used one for the past
several years and notice quite a difference in how I feel because it increases my
energy and stamina.
If I forget to wear it, I feel tired much more easily. See
www.howtolearn.com/qlink.html for more information.

Dissolving Learning Blocks
When children struggle with learning and their ability to perform well on the tests
they are given, they often exhibit behaviors known as learning blocks. This means
they may try to avoid learning, lose their ability to attend to a task for very long,
slump over in their chair, say negative things to themselves or stop trying at all
because they regard themselves as “dumb or stupid.” They are basing their opinion
of themselves on previous negative experiences in school.
A learning block places a student in an un-resourceful state for learning. Follow the
tips in the humorous exercises below to help get your child into a more empowered
state for learning: (note: have fun with this and both you and your child will enjoy
the process).
Tell your child that you want to create the same result that he or she has on a test.
Mention that you want precise directions for how to do this. If their grade was low,
say that you would like to know how this was done so you can share it with other
parents who may want their child to get low grades too. Make this a humorous
experience and ask your child the following questions:
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Please tell me the first thing I need to do to feel badly about myself and get a poor
grade. How do I have to stand, how do I sit, what kind of look needs to be on my
face? What do I have to think about as I study and what do I have to think about
when I take my tests?
You will have your child laughing at this point and you can begin to get him or her
to associate more empowering things to learning and testing. Whenever you tell
your child they are going to have a “test” be sure and connect the word to something
humorous at the same time.
Do the same exercise when a child excels or succeeds at something in your
classroom. Ask the same questions as above and create a recipe for success. You
might want to involve your child’s whole class and have them draw pictures of
success recipes to put up around the room.
Emotions are strongly related to long term memory and learning and using humor
and exaggeration to empower your students will keep them in a resourceful learning
state all the time.
One final recommendation: Balance your child’s activities between school, and
extra-curriculars to develop more of their brain and body and keep them motivated.
Kids need playtime, sports, art, etc and the best book I know of, with hundreds of
tips to help you maintain that balance is called Sign Me Up by Stacy DeBroff.
You’ll receive a substantial discount by going to this address
http://tinyurl.com/67zv8 Just type in the name of the book and hit go!
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Chapter 16
Eliminating Those Pesky Test Taking Jitters
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Does your child experience the “jitters” when taking a test? If so, here’s a simple
plan to eliminate those jitters forever.
This is a 3 step formula that will make sure your child is prepared, organized and
can demonstrate what he or she knows.
Almost always, kids develop the the “jitters” because of fear of the unknown, lack of
preparedness or because they’ve associated negative feelings to failures on previous
tests. These past “failures” cause them to sink into an “unresourceful” kinesthetic
feeling state that will not serve them when taking tests. (Remember, they need to be
in the visual learning style).
The best way to wipe out those jitters is to make friends with the fact that they exist
and then swoop in, and help them make a quick attitude change because they’re
prepared and well-organized!
I know that before I give a seminar I get nervous. A lot of actors will tell you the
same thing before going on the stage. My palms even sweat. But as soon as I start
talking to people, I move my body in a different way, hold my head higher, breathe
deeper and I am completely confident that what I have to say will help change their
lives. When your child takes a test, here are a few simple tips that will get them
through their next test with flying colors.
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3 Simple Steps to Eliminating Test Taking Jitters
1. Preparing
2. Organizing
3. Showing What You Know

Preparation = Attitude
Attitude is everything – both in life and when taking tests. Think about your ability
to control how you feel in any given situation. Unless your child learns how to
control his or her emotions, they will take control and lead them down an uncertain
path.
The trick when preparing to take a test is simply to change images, sounds and
feelings into something else that doesn’t produce fearful thoughts or “jitters”.
I like the idea of getting ready to go on a trip. Have your child prepare for a test as if
he or she is going on the trip of a lifetime and make a list of what they need from
their textbook and class notes. They will be looking for facts, formulas, dates,
political structures, names, reasons for a particular state of affairs, etc.
The idea here is to win the testing game by learning to match their travel list
with the teacher’s or test makers list for the same trip.
The formula looks like this: Matching Travel List = Great Grades

Getting Into The Right State for Taking A Test
Have your child imagine a time when they were totally successful on a previous test.
How did their body look, how did they feel, and what sounds did they hear in their
head. Now have them sit as if they are totally successful and duplicate everything
they can recall about their previous success.
1. How to Prepare
Start with the end in mind – when is the test date? Anticipate as far in advance as
possible – get a calendar, write in it when to study and when the test is occurring.
Get one of those very large calendars for the wall.
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Get all the materials needed. Use study groups if your child likes them, Mozart
Music Study Tapes and Picture Perfect Summaries of material they are learning.
2. Layer the learning
The brain loves to sort out patterns. Go from the generalized to the specific.
Browse through the text first, checking out the subheadings, graphs, pictures, etc.
Use the SQ 3R enhanced study strategy described in Chapter 12. Review the
material two or three times, being sure to look at the Summaries in visual memory
position.
3. Know your test maker. What is important to my teacher, to the SAT makers?
Ask questions – what will be on the test? What won’t be on the test? Will chapter 4
be on the test? Will there be essays, short answers, etc. The more details the better.
Appeal to who your tentmaker is.
1. Use the visual learning style along with your own.
2. Find out whether you like to see what the same is or if you learn by mismatching.
3. Prepare
4. Ask questions
5. Gather all the info you need from books, cod, internet, etc.
6. Evaluate all the info

Organizing
1. Organize your study environment the way you like it to be. Check lighting, full
spectrum, music with no words, colored pens for Picture Perfect Summaries, notes,
text books
2. Chunk down the learning. Do small bits at a time. Overview the materials.
3. Evaluation – make decisions about what I learned. Do I have it all? Have I
matched the teachers’ travel list?
4. Shove all notes aside and recreate a Picture Perfect Summary for each chapter.
This will demonstrate that you know the material.
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5. Check the testing environment and actually see if you can study in that
environment. This raises your comfort level and reduces anxiety during the test.
Plus, you can actually make visual images of what you need to know linked to
various objects around that room.

Showing What You Know
When you get the test, preview the whole test before you do anything. Choose your
seating location if you can. A window is good.
1. Sit as if you are totally successfully. Never hunch over because you go into a
kinesthetic, un-resourceful state.
2. Look at the test and find out where the easy questions are. Where are the harder
ones?
3. Begin by answering in this sequence. 1. Easy ones. 2. Most point value. 3.
Rest, essay, most difficult. Remember to look up and see your Picture Perfect
Summary.
If you think the test is too hard, reword it in so you can understand it. Draw it out in
stick figures if you can. Always, always, look up, lift your chin high in the air when
you’re trying to recall something you’ve studied. You’ll access the more visual
parts of your brain this way.
4. Allot time this way– 10% to preview, 80% to answering questions. 10% to
review and be sure to wear a watch. Find out if wrong answers count against you.
5. Eat protein before the test.
6. Remember, using the visual strategies in this book
will give you information you can quickly access and
count on to be in your visual memory. Use all of them.
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Chapter 17 – Special Section for Parents
Righting The Special Education Process:
Proven Success Strategies
Before, During and After
Your Child’s IEP
Working Cooperatively to Stack the Odds in Your
Child’s Favor
How To Get The Experts to Help You
Who Is Accountable for the Results on the IEP?
How To Re-Write the Goals and Objectives
10 Things to Do Before Your Child’s IEP
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Working Cooperatively to Stack The Odds
In Your Child’s Favor
As a parent of a child who had special needs, a reading specialist, special education
teacher and school administrator, I’ve developed a unique perspective over the past
25 years. I thoroughly understand the IEP process from a parent’s point of view and
have participated in hundreds of IEP (Individualized Education Program) meetings,
counseling thousands of parents, teachers and students successfully through the
process.
I’ve come to understand that there is a delicate balance to be achieved during the IEP
process and it is only a “spirit of real cooperation” between parents and the school
that will allow your child to achieve the success he or she deserves.
In this special section, I recommend that you do several things to stack the odds in
favor of your child’s success before, during and after attending the IEP meeting.
These items will save you time, give you a solid plan of action and help overcome
any questions you may have about the special education process.
IEP meetings can create high levels of anxiety for parents. Many parents have told
me that they often feel intimidated in the meetings because they aren’t prepared,
don’t know what to ask for, or can’t seem to get the school to cooperate with what
they want.
During the IEP meeting, parents (and possibly their child) sit around a table, listen to
all the “experts” talk about their child’s “deficiencies” and recommended
“prescriptions” that will “make their child better”. Many times, just the terminology
alone feels overwhelming and it can be confusing, scary and uncomfortable all at
once. Parents have told me that they often feel so overwhelmed they don’t even
know where to start.
I know how this feels because I too am the parent of a child who had special needs.
And… although I also was a school administrator, and a team member “expert”, I
still felt a bit anxious during the first meeting about my son.
I designed this special chapter with an eye toward a more “cooperative spirit”
between everyone involved and to maximize any child’s progress and success goals.
I want to help parents manage the special education process by being more informed
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and prepared with specific strategies that will “raise the bar” on a process that I
believe needs some rather major transformation.
Using these strategies, you’ll feel more in control of the process and be able to boost
your child’s success in school at the same time. You and your child are as much a
member of the “team” as every other person and you’ll gain more focus and build a
stronger foundation for your child by implementing these techniques.

How To Get The Experts to Help You
TIP: Remember, you are part of a team that is designed to help your child.
Keep this in mind throughout the process and focus on how everyone can
“cooperate” to achieve the desired results. You won’t direct the process, but
you will participate as an “informed” team member.

I’ve seen certain situations where parents get very aggressive when things don’t go
the way they’d like and I’ve also seen schools get very defensive and stubborn in
their position. In the end, it is your child that suffers. Keep in mind that you and the
school need to cooperate to achieve the best results.
I recommend that you grab something to drink, sit down, and quietly and read this
chapter with new eyes – remembering that it is your child’s self-esteem and
academic success that are involved. Keep in mind, you will not “direct” the IEP
team, but will “participate” as a very informed parent, who has specific strategies,
goals and objectives that they too want to contribute for their child’s success.
Later in the chapter, Lisa Simmons, an extraordinary special education advocate,
lists 10 additional items to do prior to your child’s IEP. Her number 10 item is to
know your rights as a parent. These are presented to you in advance of the IEP
meetings and Lisa says, “Review your rights! -- Right before you attend a meeting
filled with professionals is the perfect time to read again how the federal laws "see"
your role as parent. It will reinforce your feeling of importance within the team &
also ensure that no one surprises you with any "questionable" tactics during the
meeting”.
Click on this link for a printout of your Parental Rights:
http://www.nichcy.org/Trainpkg/9hos.pdf
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Parents and School Experts need to work together to achieve the best results for the
child. This will not happen if the “see-saw” is unbalanced because one member of
the team (the parent) does not understand the process, does not know their legal
rights as a team member, is emotionally overwhelmed and cannot adequately
participate, or does not have specific strategies to offer as well.
The school team member experts will speak more openly and offer a higher
level of support if you are a well-informed, competent parent who has
specific ideas, backed by research, on how to help your child. Everyone will
cooperate better if the notion of “joint accountability” is discussed, written
and followed as part of the goals and objectives.

I’ve done the extensive research on proven learning strategies for your child and will
spare you hundreds of hours of time. You’ll be able to take the book into your
meeting with you, and share the relevant portions with the other team members.
Using these strategies, I’ve actually been able to take children out of special
education programs. The only reason many of them were in the RSP classes, for
example, was due to the mis-match between how they learned and how they were
tested. Once they added the visual learning strategies outlined in this book, their
grades increased substantially and they overcame the need to be in special education
classes at all!
At the end of the chapter there is a special section, written by Lisa Simmons, special
education advocate with a website at http://tinyurl.com/59zt9, who will give you 10
practical steps to follow prior to your child’s IEP meeting. Lisa is an expert who has
written some extraordinary articles on the special education process. I encourage
you to visit her website because she has so many articles to simplify your life.

Who Is Accountable for Your Child’s Results?
As you prepare for the IEP meeting, determine who will be present for the meeting
and who will be accountable for the goals and objectives written on the IEP.
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Recognize that it is not only you and your child who must do certain things to
achieve the goals, but that school personnel are required by federal law, to follow the
plan as well.
Everyone involved is accountable for their part of the process, so keep your
focus on “joint accountability”.

You will need to monitor your child’s progress regularly to prevent any problems
and maximize your child’s success.
I want to share a very personal story with you before going on. Several years ago
my son was placed on what is called a 504 plan. One accommodation that the team
members developed for him to was to take his exams aloud since his dysgraphia
made it painstakingly slow for him to write. We met with the school principal, all
his teachers, the learning experts, etc. and decided this would allow him more time
and be able to show what he knew on his exams. So I signed the plan, fully
expecting it to be followed.
The very next set of exams came along and I asked my son how he liked being able
to talk about what he knew rather than having to write things down. I was
“shocked” to find out that he was given all his exams in writing!
You can imagine my surprise to say the least. I made an appointment with the
principal and tried to find out why my son took all his exams in writing. We called
in all the teachers and the only reason that was given was that they “forgot”.
From that point on, during his junior high school years, the 504 plan contained
specific names and specific consequences if the law was not followed.
In my experience, sometimes, school personnel, although very well intentioned,
often get so busy with other educational directives that they can forget to implement
your child’s plan. Due to budget cutbacks, sometimes the school is short of the staff
they need to implement the plan and also, goals and objectives are sometimes
written in such a vague format that it’s impossible to determine accountability if the
goals are not achieved.
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In addition, Stephen W. Smith, writing in an ERIC digest article, lists several
additional reasons for you to be adequately prepared and understand what may be
going on behind the scenes in order to better support the entire team and insure your
child’s success.
• “Content teachers may feel untrained to handle the academic and behavioral
needs for special education students. They may feel that the input from
specialists is too unrealistic for implementation in the regular classroom, or
they may feel that IEP goals and objectives are only for the special education
teacher and not relevant in their day-to-day instruction. Because of these
attitudes, special educators may feel that they lack cooperation from regular
education teachers, particularly in facilitating the mainstreaming of students
with special needs.
• Parents may be concerned about including their children in regular classes and
whether they will be provided with the support services required for success.
• The IEP may be perceived as a document that is prepared by individuals who
are not involved in the daily learning activities of the child.
• The IEP may be viewed as unnecessary paperwork that must be completed,
with
the special education teacher mostly responsible for its development.
• Another problem is that developing an IEP is often seen as cumbersome and
time consuming. Finally, the IEP may be perceived as involving persons
whose specific job is the evaluation of children, rather than seeing the
gathering of information from a more ecological viewpoint (i.e., from many
different settings).
In an effort to address some of these problems, the IDEA (Individuals with
Disabilities Education Act), which ensures educational opportunity for students with
disabilities , requires that the following participants be involved in the IEP meeting:
* The student, if appropriate
* A parent (and, if desired, the family)
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* At least one of the student's special education teachers or, if appropriate, related
services providers
* At least one of the student's regular education teachers
* A local educational agency representative
* Other agency personnel who have knowledge or expertise required to best serve
the student's needs.
With this shared responsibility, it is more likely that both the regular and special
education daily programming will concentrate on the identified goals of the IEP.
It is hoped that the expanded knowledge and awareness of the involved professionals
and a more complete view of their services and expertise will result.
When professionals understand the necessity for the IEP and the opportunity it
provides for collaboration, dynamic planning, and successful implementation, the
lawful intent of specially designed instruction will be fulfilled ”. (ERIC identifier ED
449636 2000-12-00)

Parents have often told me that their child, who already has so many difficulties, is
the only one held accountable if the goals and objective are not achieved. Yet, the
truth is, all the team members need to share in the responsibility for your child’s
success.
( For more information see the following site:
http://www.howtolearn.com/add-adhd.html )
If your child has special needs with Autism, Karen Simmons has an extraordinary
site at http://tinyurl.com/3n4nh with expert advice on every form of Autism, teleclasses and experts to answer your questions.
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How To Re-Write The Goals and Objectives
On Your Child’s IEP
The way goals and objectives are written on a typical IEP form go something like
this:
“By June 2006, Johnny will gain 6 months in reading ability for 9 months of
instruction as measured by the xxx test”. At the end of the school year, Johnny will
take the xxx test to measure his progress during the academic year”.
I won’t mince words with you. (Remember, I’ve participated in writing these types
of goals as a team member expert). When a goal is written in this form, it serves no
one – least of all your child. It gives so little information about what the real source
of your child’s problems are, tells you nothing about what specifically will be used
during the instruction process, and creates the possibility at the end of the year that
your child is totally responsible if the goals were not achieved.
While teachers and specialists are trying to do their very best to help your child,
most have been taught to write goals and objectives in the format above and simply
don’t know strategies for being more specific. My goal is to simplify the process for
you, transform the system, and whittle-down the entire procedure to a few,
successfully proven basics that work well for everyone.
As an informed, aware parent, you can suggest changes in the way the
“typical” goals are written, and this will give an extra boost to the process
and jumpstart your child’s success.

When the goals are re-written in the methods I list below, I have discovered that
success occurs more rapidly and the plan is always followed more rigorously.
You’ll be empowered to bridge the gap between what may be happening now and
the outcome you really want.
Many parents do not know that they are allowed as much input into the goals and
how they are written as the team of “experts” they are meeting with. Your child has
a say a about the plan as well. You want to write goals and objectives that include
the whole team’s responsibilities and makes everyone jointly accountable.
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ü Names of Every Team Member and What They Are Responsible For Exactly
ü Specific Dates, Times, Room Numbers Where Testing and Instruction Will
Take Place
ü What Tests Will Be Given To Determine Weaknesses and Strengths,
subsequent
instruction, and whether the goals were achieved
ü What Type of Instruction Will Be Used and Why (and who will do the
instructing)
ü What Specific Tests Will Be Given To Measure Progress and How Often
ü Dates, Specific Page Numbers, Computer Programs, and Other Instruction
That Will Take Place, How Often and How It Meets the Needs Your Child
Has
ü What The Consequences Are for Each Person if the IEP Plan is not followed

Rewrite IEP Goals by Using the
Who, What, Where, When, Why, and How Sentences.
You’ll want is to help rewrite the goals with “joint accountability” in mind;
to hold not only you and your child accountable, but to actually name
individuals in the school who are responsible, and make a complete list of the
actual techniques, strategies and programs they will use to help your child
succeed. Pay close attention to the order in which those items are placed as
well.

My advice to you as parents it to make sure to put a list of consequences for
everyone (including yourself and your child) if the specifics in the IEP are not
followed on a regular basis. I’ve had so many calls from parents and teachers,
noting the inadequacies of the system, that I felt it best to help pave the road for
parents and teachers and improve the entire procedure.
Make sure to include individual names, a daily student/teacher diary, with teacher
and teacher aide commentaries and signatures to show what was accomplished on
that particular day. That way, you can monitor everyone’s actions and results,
including you and your child’s, more closely.
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For example, let’s say your Johnny is two or more years behind in his reading. After
reading this book, you suspect that Johnny may have some visual/perceptual
problems that may be contributing to his reading problems.
This is an area I have a special expertise in and teach a University course about. If
your child has any reading problems, you’ll want to begin the diagnosis using the
Eye-Q Reading Inventory. The results from this will show the team members why
your child may not be reading at grade level and exactly what to do about it. Print it
out at http://www.howtolearn.com/ireadisucceed.html . In addition to this inventory,
you will want your child to have a comprehensive eye examination by a local
optometrist who specializes in learning related vision problems. You can find one of
these specialists at www.oep.org or www.covd.org and be sure to bring in the results
from this exam as well. Just type in your zip code to locate a doctor.
In addition, you’ll want the team to know which learning style your child prefers so
they can determine whether there’s a match between how your child learns and how
he’s tested.
You can bring in the two inventories from the www.howtolearn.com website (The
Eye-Q Reading Inventory and The Personal Learning Styles Inventory, and request
that these be included in the diagnostic portion of the IEP process. You can share
your rationale with the team members, who may then agree to give these inventories.
If they don’t agree, then you can administer them yourself or have an outside
consultant administer them and bring in the results to the meeting.
I have discovered that standardized tests, very often, do no take into consideration
whether a child has visual distortion problems that may be causing reading
difficulties. More often than not, you are simply told that your child is below grade
level by a certain amount, and the reasons are not entirely clear so be certain you
begin the process at the very foundation of reading – visual skills and visual
efficiency.
Some test results may tell you that your child has sequencing problems, auditory
discrimination problems, spatial problems, phonetic decoding problems, etc. Yet,
none of these tests include whether your Johnny can actually see the page the
same way other children do. And none actually tell you what will be done
specifically to remediate these problems.
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Therefore, be sure to include the two inventories during the diagnosis to insure that
every possibility is identified. These inventories are free on the
www.howtolearn.com website and take only a few minutes to administer.
Also, after administering the Personal Learning Styles Inventory, even if the team
determines that your child is a highly kinesthetic learner, they might not necessarily
know how to go to the next level and add objectives to teach your child the visual
strategies you’ve read in this book that guarantee success on written tests.
Generally, teachers and team members are not aware that these possibilities even
exist. So you can help increase their awareness level with the strategies in this book.

Your Child’s New IEP
May Look Something Like This:
By June, 2005, Mrs. Johnson, at Larson School, will administer the Eye-Q Reading
Inventory found at
www.howtolearn.com/ireadisucceed.html) to determine whether Johnny has
undetected visual problems that are hampering his ability to read at grade level.
(Rationale: Some states, like Kentucky for example, have adopted complete vision
screenings for all their students and raised their reading scores as a result. Most
states however, still use the Snellen Chart exclusively for vision screening, which
only measures distance eyesight and is unrelated to the skills needed for reading at
near point. Therefore, a more comprehensive inventory, asking questions about
visual skills like tracking, focusing, eye teaming, etc., will determine whether a child
has undetected vision problems that hinder academic progress).
This diagnosis will take place in room xyz, at 10:00 am, (a time when you know
Johnny is feeling his best – not at the end of the day), and this room has added
insulation so there are no outside distractions or noise. In this environment, Johnny
will be able to concentrate. Mrs. Johnson will tape record Johnny reading aloud for
approximately 15 minutes so that his parents may hear what he is doing as he reads
aloud. Mrs. Johnson will then continue to tape record the session and Johnny’s oral
responses to the questions on the inventory. The team will meet on x day at x time
and the results of that inventory will be shared.
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In addition, Mrs. Johnson will administer the Personal Learning Styles Inventory at
www.howtolearn.com/personal.html to determine whether Johnny is a visual,
auditory or kinesthetic learner.
(Rationale: Schools administer single modality tests in writing and many
auditory/kinesthetic learners are at a disadvantage because they don’t know how to
master the visual learning style skills needed for written tests).
Then list all the other tests Johnny will be given in reading to determine the exact
causes of Johnny’s reading problems.
All schools have a certain list of tests that they administer to children with
academic/other social/behavioral problems. There is no legal rule that says parents
may not also have some input into which tests can be added to the existing list. The
team will have to agree on whether to give these added tests, but you now have the
rationale ready for them to do so.
On the IEP, be very specific about who will administer the tests, where, when, why,
and how the tests will be administered. Are they in writing, are they oral, a
combination of both? Who will be in the testing room? You can’t imagine how
many parents have told me that their children were tested when other children were
around and there was a lot of noise on the playground right outside the testing room.
This is a systemic problem in the way that many schools are built – and you want
your child to have the best possible environment during testing.
After the diagnostics portion is written, write very specific programs, daily work,
remedial materials, etc. that will be used to bring up Johnny’s reading grades once
you have the results. Never, under any circumstances, write a broadly stated goal
like Johnny will gain 3 months of reading progress for 6 months of instruction. You
want to know the who, what, where, when, why and how this will happen.
Your prescription goal might look something like this: Overall goal: Johnny will
read at grade level by the end of the year.
(Rationale: National learning centers like Sylvan guarantee that your child will
gain one full grade level after only 36 hours of instruction. Why not maximize your
child’s learning time and mobilize the team to implement the strategies that will
have him or her on grade level by the end of the year?)
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Specific Objectives/Measurements/Materials Used/Accountability: Mr. Karet,
reading specialist, will meet with Johnny 5 days a week for 30 minutes each day in
room xyz, from 10:00 A.M. to 10:30 A.M. for reading instruction to improve
Johnny’s reading level.
From September 8, 2006 through November 8, 2006, Johnny will receive vision
exercises from the I Read I Succeed: Vision Therapy Kit
(http://www.howtolearn.com/ireadisucceed.html) based on the pre-test results from
the Eye-Q Reading Inventory. These exercises will give Johnny the vision-related
learning skills and visual foundation skills he needs to read successfully. (Or this
goal may say that you will take Johnny to the doctor’s office for vision therapy
sessions for a certain amount of time, based on the Doctor’s recommendation).
These exercises will be completed before he begins phonics instruction because they
will provide tracking, focusing and teaming skills he needs to read successfully.
One other option, if the Dr.’s vision exam reveals visual problems, you may enroll
your child in a course of vision therapy at the doctor’s office rather than having the
school do the exercises with your child. This decision will be based on severity of
the visual problems and cost.
Next, mention that this reading instruction will be measured by daily diary,
worksheets of Johnny’s exercises from the A+ Vision Manual, etc. and monthly
meetings between Mr. Karet, Johnny, and Johnny’s parents. Mr. Karet will record
information about Johnny’s instruction and progress in the student/teacher diary (as
well as in his own records) and exactly which exercises have been completed that
day.
From November 9, 2006 through February 25, 2007, Mr. Karet will use the Ultimate
Phonics computer program and/or The Rocket Phonics workbook program found at
http://www.howtolearn.com/phonics.html to teach Johnny the complete phonics
skills he needs to read at grade level by the end of the school year 2007. I have used
hundreds of phonics programs over the years and learned that these two are the most
comprehensive and yield extraordinary results. I have included one that’s computer
based and one that’s workbook based, depending on your child’s needs and abilities.
X Lessons will be completed each day. This instruction will be measured by daily
diary, with Mr. Karet, writing in the student/teacher diary (as well as in their own
records) exactly which exercises were completed that day. The results will be
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measured by other phonics tests, given at x intervals. Results will be shared with the
IEP committee.
Johnny’s Personal Learning Style is __________________. (Many times, this says
kinesthetic). When he takes written tests, he needs to use visual strategies to be
successful. Therefore, from x date to x date, Johnny will learn how to add visual
strategies to his current learning style. The strategies in Instant Learning for
Amazing Grades book will be used. This instruction will be measured by written
tests in certain subject areas (define those areas) once every two weeks. You can
make yourself (as the parent) responsible for teaching these kinds of strategies or
share the responsibility with the teachers at the school.
Contingencies: Should Mrs. Johnson or Mr. Karet be absent from school, parent is
to be notified that morning, and every attempt will be made to have another teacher
or aide complete instruction with Johnny for that day. If no replacement teacher can
be found, then the school agrees that instruction can be made up after school when
either teacher returns.
Agreements and Accountability: I (the parent) agree to have Johnny attend school
every day (unless he is ill or other emergency) and will feed him foods that contain
little or no sugar so that he can concentrate better and for longer periods of time.
When homework is assigned, I will be able to access the homework from the
student/teacher diary AND on the school internet site where the teachers have posted
it. (This insures that Johnny doesn’t forget what his homework is and gives you the
information that you need to help Johnny get it done daily).
The amount of homework that Johnny has will be reduced so that he accomplishes
the work within one hour’s time. (This helps Johnny be successful and not spend the
entire evening doing homework). The goal here is to make sure Johnny is
successful. Four or five hours of homework per night does not insure his success
and only creates a difficult home life and leave little or no time for other activities
that Johnny will need to develop his other talents.
Should any teacher or person responsible for Johnny’s instruction at the school not
follow the goals and objectives specifically as written in this IEP, I will exercise my
legal rights (at my discretion) as written on the “clear copy” form of legal rights that
I have been given. (Or whatever else you decide to put in this section).
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Also, add a section that states you, Johnny, and the teachers, IEP team will meet
once a month to review Johnny’s progress and see all of his work. There needs to be
some form of frequent review of Johnny’s progress so that everyone knows he is on
track to reach grade level by the end of the year.
The more you can think of to help your child, and the more specific you are in the
IEP, the less likely the system is to falter. I’ve had thousands of parents tell me that
they weren’t even aware that they had any legal rights (because the school forgot to
give them a copy of those rights, or the print on the back of the IEP form was so
small and faint it could not be read).
Remember – the Special Education system was designed to help your child. Work
with your school and the IEP team – remember you are a team, and also, know your
rights, and get as specific as possible when writing the IEP.
I also recommend that you visit the classroom as often as possible to determine
whether it is the best placement for your child. Write in the daily diary too, when it
comes home to you, and then sign it with your name and have your child sign it.
Each of these items will create success for your child and maximize his or her
potential. You’ll find yourself relaxing throughout the special education process and
adopt a positive, “We Can Do This Together” attitude!
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10 Things You Should Do BEFORE
Your Child's IEP Meeting
By Lisa Simmons
Special Education Advocate
1. Read last year's IEP - It's important to review what came out of last year's plan.
Was it successful? Did the methods of instruction work? Did the measurement
process used really tell you if progress was being made? Were the goals &
objectives really functional for your child? Also try to think back to the actual
meeting -- what part of the discussion did you feel least prepared for? Remembering
will help you prepare better this time around!
2. Update your advocacy notebook -- Hopefully you have a single book that allows
you to keep all of your child's information (evaluations, old IEPs, correspondence
with school & service providers, etc.) organized & easily accessible. If there is new
information from Dr.'s, teachers, or related service providers that needs added to
your book take care of the filing now. You'll be glad to have the most current
information if the issue comes up during the meeting.
3. Do your homework -- is there any new information on your child's disability,
have you heard about any promising new intervention strategies that caught your
attention? Now is the time to check them out. Research them on the Internet or
contact a local resource person who can tell you more or provide you with
information to review.
4. Come prepared to "grow" your team -- If you've found anything interesting
during your research, the IEP meeting is an excellent time to share this information.
Rather than contacting everyone individually or relying on 1 person to pass on your
information, you can share it with everyone at once. If the information describes an
intervention strategy you would like used in this year's IEP then be sure to bring
copies so everyone can look over the information at once during the meeting.
Few professional team members are going to be willing to sign off on something
they don't understand or feel comfortable with. By helping them learn you
maximize your chances of getting what you want.
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5. Make your list -- Once you're organized & your research is complete is time to
make your list. What are the issues you feel like really need to be addressed in your
child's IEP? Remember other team members may want to add additional items
during your discussion, but you don't want to be thinking afterwards, "Oh I really
wanted to discuss X & forgot to bring it up." Right now, while you're calm & not
under time pressure is the time to decide what the issues are from your perspective.
6. Prioritize -- Because IEPs are a team process they, by their very nature, demand
compromise. So once you've developed you list, you'll need to go back through &
divide it into 2 categories:
A) The issues that are non-negotiable to me -- they must be
addressed for me to give my consent for this IEP and
B) The issues that I am concerned about, but I'm not sure how I want them
addressed or what the critical components are. On these issues I'm willing to
compromise or settle for minimal supports while we gather more information.
7. Decide who's coming with you -- IEPs tend to be extremely anxiety provoking
for parents. When you are experiencing a lot of emotion it is unlikely that you will
be able to absorb all the information be given to you. Having someone else there
who can listen to the discussion & take notes will free you up to participate in the
discussion & focus on your own agenda.
8. What about taping the meeting -- Recording IEP meetings can be a touchy issue
for many school districts. However, if you cannot find anyone to come with you to
the meeting you may want to consider tape recording it so that you can refer back to
the discussion after you're home & calm. One caution, you will need to notify the
school that you would like to tape record the meeting. Explain that it will be only
for your reference & ask if there are any school guidelines or policies that you
should be aware of regarding taping. Start this process as soon as you've been
notified about the meeting as some school districts have time guidelines that the
notice of recording must be given at least X amount of time before the meeting.
9. Determine your child's participation - If you see a future of self-advocacy for
your child, then it is important to involve them in IEPs as early as possible. This
will let them watch your advocacy skills & learn by imitation. It also gives you the
opportunity to get their input on what & how they would like to learn. If you aren't
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comfortable with your child attending the meeting, then consider how their presence
can be felt by proxy. Two ways recommended by other parents are:
A) Bring your child's picture & set it in the center of the table - this should
effectively remind everyone at the table that the decisions made will impact the life
of a real person and shouldn't be arbitrary or for convenience sake.
B) Bring your child's portfolio -- originally developed to introduce new
teachers to your child, the portfolio illustrates all that is unique & special about your
child. This is a wonderful way to remind partic ipants that everyone has strengths &
special qualities to bring to the "table of life".
10. Review your rights! -- Right before you attend a meeting filled with
professionals is the perfect time to read again how the federal laws "see" your role as
parent. It will reinforce your feeling of importance within the team & also ensure
that no one surprises you with any "questionable" tactics during the meeting.
If you have completed all 10 steps you should be feeling pretty prepared. Now you
can go into that conference room with confidence knowing that you are ultimate
"expert" on your child!
© 2000, Lisa Simmons
*******************************************************
Lisa Simmons is a licensed teacher, author, & disability researcher. She is also the
founder of the Ideal Lives Project. Visit her on the web at: http://tinyurl.com/59zt9
and subscribe to her FREE newsletter, the Ideal Lives Express
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Chapter 18
Reading Smarts!
Time-Tested Strategies Guaranteed To
Skyrocket Your Child’s Reading Scores

Foundations First Success Program
Can you “see” it?
Why 20/20 is not good enough
LD/ADHD Behavior Look Alikes
The Link Between Vision & Juvenile Delinquency
The Link Between Good Vision and School Success
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Picture reprinted with permission from OEP Foundation

Can you identify this picture
in 60 seconds or less?
Questions about the picture will follow. You will be graded on your answers. Your
grade will indicate how well you did within the time limit.
Answer these questions about the picture:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

What is this object?
What function does it serve?
What can its different colors be?
Who is helped by this object?
Where does this object live?
What other uses does this object have?

This is a familiar subject and you may turn the picture in any direction to figure out
what it is. Imagine that you were taking a timed test on the picture and had to
answer questions on it? How did you feel if you could not recognize it and therefore
were not able to answer the questions?
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If you did not identify the picture in the time allowed, you have failed the test. This
is not a test of your intelligence, but of your visual and perceptual skills. Does
knowing that the test is about your visual and perceptual skills make you feel
differently because you could not identify the picture? Put yourself in the place of a
student and imagine that your friends could identify the picture and you could not.
Need another hint? “Got milk?”
Turn the picture on its side (hold the top right corner of the page and turn it to the
right 90 degrees) and you will see the upper body outline of a cow. Notice the black
nose at the bottom of the picture, face and ear outline near the top. Seeing the
picture helps you have the understanding you need to answer the questions.
If you did not identify the picture as a cow within the time limit, imagine the
frustration you would feel when you received a failing grade. This is the feeling
many students with undetected visual problems live with on a daily basis. Steven’s
story will help explain why.

Steven’s Story
When Steven, a fifth grader, first arrived for his special pullout reading class with
me, he seemed very nervous. I watched him carefully and after a few moments, I
could see why.
We sat down together and I asked him to read aloud from the book he had brought.
I wanted to get a sense of how he felt when he read. He said he didn’t want to read
and begged to return to his regular classroom teacher.
I told him I knew that reading felt painful for him, but together, we would change
that over the next few weeks. Steven asked how I knew that reading was so
uncomfortable for him. I smiled gently and said that sometimes kids see the letters
and words on a printed page differently. I said that not all people see them in the
same way.
He seemed shocked to find this out. “They don’t?” he asked. “No,” I said, and
picked up a word card and started jumping up and down with it. I said, “See, some
kids tell me that the words look like they are jumping all around. And some kids say
it looks like there are two of some of the letters running together. Even more say
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there are no marks at the end of sentences. Sometimes they tell me that they get into
trouble because they know a word on one page and not on the next. Then they say
that everyone says they are not trying hard enough. Does any of this happen for
you? ”
Steven looked amazed and said, “Yes. All of it happens but no one ever asked me
about it until now. I thought everybody saw these things but was just smarter than I
was. I felt so dumb because I got such bad grades whenever I had to read anything.
That’s why they said I needed these special reading classes.”
Just after Steven told me this, I glanced at his cumulative folder. He had passed the
school vision screening with 20/20 eyesight!

Why 20/20 Eyesight is Not Good Enough
You need both good eyesight and good vision to be able to read.
Look back at the picture at the beginning of the chapter. More than likely you could
“see” the picture. But seeing is not the same as “vision. ” Vision is the ability to
make meaning from what you see.
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If you did not identify the picture within the time limit, your failing grade
is not a result of low intelligence, a learning disability, ADD/ADHD, or not
trying hard enough.
It is simply a matter of your eyes not interpreting the object well enough to be able
to answer the questions. Even though you could clearly “see” the picture, you may
not have been able to put the parts together and make meaning from it. Even though
you may have 20/20 eyesight you still may not have been able to correctly identify
the picture as a cow.
20/20 eyesight is a result of a test for acuity at a distance of 20 feet. It means that
you can see a letter of a certain size from 20 feet away. It has little relationship to
reading which occurs at between 11 to 16 inches from the eyes. 20/20 eyesight
results do not give information about what happens when you read or whether you
have the foundational skills you need to be able to read efficiently.
Reading requires both eyesight (seeing clearly) and vision. It consists of a complex
set of visual and brain tasks that occur simultaneously and “eyesight” is only one of
them. According to the Optometric Educational Foundation, vision involves over 20
visual abilities and more than 65% of all the pathways to the brain. In a seeing
child, between 70 and 90% of what a child perceives, comprehends and remembers
depends on the efficiency of the visual system.
Children are not born with vision, only the physical elements of sight. They
gain “vision” as a result of a series of experiences during the first few years of
life. The degree of vision development will depend upon the quality and
quantity of those experiences. Reading abilities are directly affected by these
experiences.
When children come to school without adequate and efficient visual skills, they
cannot be expected to perform well in reading, writing, copying, or even playing
sports. Poorly developed or inadequate visual skills represent the ultimate mismatch between learning and testing because a child cannot be expected to answer
questions on a written test that cannot be deciphered.
Good visual skills are not a matter of chance - they are sequentially developed
before a child comes to school if the child engages in the proper activities that allow
them to mature.
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Vision is the ability to use the information gained from “sight” and transform it into
a useful and meaningful concept. Vision, just like speaking and walking, is a learned
skill and must be developed with the proper activities and training.
In Steven’s case, although he had passed a school vision screening with 20/20
eyesight, he could not read efficiently and received very poor grades as a result.
(School screenings will be discussed later in the chapter). His poor visual skills
affected nearly everything he was asked to do in school and resulted in his being
labeled as learning disabled.
For the next few weeks, Steven spent about 15 minutes a day doing special vision
exercises to strengthen his visual skills. He learned to read easily, for longer periods
of time and without any strain. Steven quickly “shed” his learning disability label.
As a reading specialist, my experience has been that many children or adults who
cannot read efficiently and at age appropriate levels and sustain their focus for long
periods of time, have undetected vision or visual - perceptual problems. If these
problems are not diagnosed and treated, both children and adults are at risk for
academic failure or worse.
According to Mary Meeker, Ed.D., the founder of the SOI Systems in Vida, Oregon,
“One of the major health problems in the United States, poor vision, goes relatively
unnoticed because, although it is pervasive, the results are not demonstrated as
obvious, observable poor health, but instead as failure to learn to read. This failure
in reading then generalizes to failure in school (80% of school work depends on
good reading skills) and eventually in a high illiteracy rate. The results of this
failure are also seen in increased drop out, drug usage and delinquency rates…”
(SOI Institute 2000, Mary Meeker, in article by Valerie Maxwell)

LD/ADHD/Bad Behavior Look Alikes
Many children who have visual or visual perceptual problems display symptoms that
make it appear as if they are learning disabled or have Attention Deficit
Hyperactivity Disorders. They tend to act out their frustrations in the classroom,
appear lazy, unmotivated and do not earn the grades everyone believes they are
capable of.
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Parents and teachers often think their children are simply looking for attention or
underachieving when the real problem is undetected vision problems. Further, there
is a well documented link between vision problems and juvenile delinquency.

The Link Between
Juvenile Delinquency and Vision Problems
To further compound our national reading problems, extensive research indicates
that poorly developed visual skills are heavily correlated with juvenile delinquency.
According to the most recent report issued by the National Center on Adult Literacy
(NCAL), our nation’s literacy levels are well below the standards we’ve set and the
prison population is full of people who are illiterate or not reading even at functional
levels. The NCAL report on prison literacy states:
• 75 – 90% of juvenile offenders have learning disabilities
• up to 50% of adult inmates are functionally illiterate
• up to 90% of adult inmates are school drop-outs
In the Kempsville Place Group Home in Norfolk, Virginia, a residential care facility,
director, Thomas Brett, added a vision screening exam and discovered that 50% of
the boys had vision related learning problems.
According to two classic studies conducted in 1989, one by Dr. Joel Zaba and a nine
year study by The California Youth Authority, recidivism rates declined
dramatically when youngsters had their visual perception problems corrected.
(American Optometric News, Newsletter of Behavioral Optometry, 1989).
Although it cannot be said that inadequate visual skills are the single cause of all
learning disability labels or juvenile delinquency problems, the importance of vision
cannot be overlooked on these children’s self esteem and ability to function in the
classroom when they are in school. Visual skills should be among the first ones
evaluated when they enter school because the visual skill demands are so high.
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One additional factor that can reduce a child’s reading ability is watching too
much television or spending too many hours on the computer.
Both can create substantial gaps in vision development stages by placing stress on
the visual system. Children sitting in front of TV’s and computer monitors do not
shift their focal length frequently enough, and this results in visual acuity problems,
the need for glasses to see up close, and poor peripheral vision.

The Link Between Good Vision and School Success
Nearly everything a child is asked to do in the classroom depends on good visual
skills. The U.S. Department of Education, through the ERIC Clearinghouse on
Handicapped and Gifted Children, has estimated:
75 to 90% of all classroom learning comes to the students via the visual
pathways. If there is any interference with these pathways, the student will
probably experience difficulty with learning tasks. (Learning Related Visual
Problems, ERIC Publication, n.d.)

Any child may be at risk for visual problems.
Due to undetected vision problems, Lucy Johnson, daughter of the former
President, Lyndon Johnson, nearly dropped out of school while her father was
in the White House.
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After taking nearly every test imaginable, Lucy was told she was bright but not
living up to her potential. She became so frustrated that she began blacking out
during her tests.
It was only after visiting a local developmental optometrist and taking a
comprehensive vision related learning exam that Lucy was able to regain her
confidence and stay in school. The doctor found that she had tracking and focusing
problems that distorted everything she tried to read or write.
Once Lucy completed a course of vision therapy in the doctor’s office, her grades
went from C’s and D’s to A’s and B’s and she went on to become an honor student.
She went on to become the head of an organization called Volunteers for Vision and
helped screen several thousand children for the kinds of visual problems she
experienced. As she noted in one of her speeches, “if the key to a better society is
education, then the key to a better education is better vision. If you don't have
that key, you can't open the door to a better life”.

The Facts About Reading Problems
Lucy Johnson’s Vision Problems
Are Not Unique
According to the resolution adopted at the National PTA Convention in 1999:
• An estimated 10 million children (ages 0-10) suffer from vision problems;
and
• Learning related vision problems, when accurately diagnosed can be
treated successfully and permanently; and
• Knowledge regarding the relationship between poorly developed visual
skills and poor academic performance is not widely held among students,
parents, teachers, administrators and public health officials. (National
PTA, 1999).
The National PTA has further recognized that “typical vision evaluations/screenings
only test for a few of the necessary learning related visual skills (distance acuity, i.e.
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20/20 eyesight, stereo vision and muscle balance), leaving most visual skill
deficiencies undiagnosed.
The National PTA has therefore resolved, “through its constituent organizations to
provide information to educate members, educators, administrators, public health
officials and the public at large about learning related visual problems and the need
for more comprehensive visual sill tests in school vision screening programs
performed by qualified and trained personnel.”
Reading scores for the nation’s fourth, eighth and twelfth grade students are
woefully inadequate and continue to illustrate how prevalent reading problems are.

Facts About
National Reading Proficiency Levels
10 year testing period reveals
almost no net gain in reading scores!
The fact that reading scores nationwide continue to remain nearly flat, illustrate the
need for some deeper investigation into causes and solutions. Significant evidence
exists to show that inadequate visual skills are heavily correlated with reading
problems and failure to achieve. The NCES, National Center for Educational
Statistics (www.nces.ed.gov) states:
As of the 2003 release date of the Nation’s Report Card:
• 68.9% of 4th graders are below proficient reading levels
• 68.9% of 8th graders are below proficient reading levels
Since these tests were given in 1992, 1994 and 1998, and 2002, and the scores are
nearly the same now as in 1992, there has been very little statistical net gain over
the 10 year period.
Here are some additional facts you might be interested in:
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• In Sequoia Union High School, Palo Alto, California, the lowest quartile of all
entering ninth graders who were failing in school were tested… All were
examined by local developmental optometrists and were found to have subtle
vision failure. Every one of these children had been deemed visually
proficient on the Snellen Eye Exam, and each had spent 9 years failing to
learn to read.” (Maxwell, n.d.)
• In West Los Angeles, optometrists doing volunteer vision screenings through
the Lions Club found that 47% of children had vision problems. The exams
were more comprehensive than simple distance acuity. (Fisher, C., 1999).
Another example of how prevalent vision is with at-risk students, the following
peer-reviewed journal article relates a phenomenon replicated in hundreds of other
studies.
In 1996, The New York State Optometric Association Vision Screening Battery
(NYSOA) was administered to 81 at-risk elementary, middle and high school
students in order to rule out vision difficulties as contributing to academic
difficulties, i.e. as various determinations of ADD, ADHD, dyslexia or oppositionaldefiant behavior, etc.
• 97% of the students with behavioral problems failed at least one of the
NYSOA subtests. (Johnson, Robert, et.al., 1996)
Research information like this abounds and points to the obvious need to provide
adequate school screenings and treatment programs.
As a reading specialist, I continue to be concerned that every school may not have an
adequate learning related vision screening program. Screening for and treatment of
vision problems will go a long way toward raising student reading scores and
building the strong visual foundation that students need throughout their lives.
I am currently (2003) testifying before the California State Legislature in favor of a
senate bill that will, if passed, enhance the vision screenings in this state to include a
questionnaire to parents about all the vision related learning skills. Kentucky is the
first state to pass a comprehensive learning related vision exam and their reading
scores have increased during the past two years.
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I have testified to the fact that special education spending can be significantly
reduced if vision problems are identified and corrected early. It would be beneficial
to both students and schools to place the same priority on new text acquisition as on
the visual skills needed to be able to read those materials.
I believe that teachers and parents can learn a great deal from the nation’s current
low reading scores and Lucy Johnson’s story. Lucy received treatment to correct her
visual problems over 30 years ago! Although the link between good vision and
reading success has been available for many years, one of the primary reasons
we haven’t achieved our goals in reading is because the proper screening and
treatment programs have not been implemented in our schools.
After reviewing the Picture Perfect Summary on the next page, read on to the next
special section and find out more about how parents, teachers and schools can raise
every child’s reading scores…
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What You and Your Child’s School Can Do
To Raise Reading Scores
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

What Parents can do
What Schools can do
Skills needed for vision
Performance Based Evaluation
Vision training exercises
Learning related school vision screening
Effects of Vision on Learning and School Performance
School Screening and Equipment

In this special section you will learn what you can do as a parent and classroom
teacher to raise reading scores. In addition, there are several steps that your school
can take to implement a learning related vision screening program.

What Parents Can Do To Raise Reading Scores
1. Learn about the foundational visual skills needed for reading success (below)
2. Administer the performance based reading inventory to every child found at
www.howtolearn.com/ireadisucceed.html
3. Have your child’s eyes examined by a developmental optometrist before starting
school and once a year thereafter. For a list of these specialists see www.oep.org or
www.covd.org
4. Offer vision training exercises to your child at home or in the doctor’s office
whenever possible. These can be done in just a few minutes a day.

What Teachers and Schools Can Do
To Raise Reading Scores
1. Implement a learning related school vision screening for all students
• Administer the performance based inventory found at
www.howtolearn.com/ireadisucceed.html
• Refer the child for help when needed
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2. Identify and use recommended resources and exercises to strengthen students’
visual skills
• Refer to resources and sample vision training exercises
• Implement changes school wide to help relieve visual stress
The remainder of this section is devoted to the specifics of how parents, teachers and
schools can implement a learning related vision program and eliminate reading
problems for every child.

What Are the Foundational Visual Skills Needed for
Reading Success?
The following is a list of skills needed for academic success. A chart of classroom
tasks and vision skills follows this list.
1. Visual Acuity – Refers to the ability to see clearly at near and far distances.
Children with poor distance acuity will not be able to copy from the chalkboard or
overhead and will not do well in sports. Children with poor acuity at near will have
trouble with reading and copying from books to paper.
Note: Most school vision screenings test visual acuity at distance by using the
Snellen Eye Test (wall chart). This bears no relationship to reading which occurs
at a distance of 11-16 inches from the eyes).
2. Tracking - This is the ability to follow a line of print across the page and to fix
the eyes on the appropriate point when finished, and then begin following the
next line. It also includes the ability of the eyes to follow a moving object
accurately and smoothly. If this skill is not well developed, children will lose
their place when reading and read slower because they must use a marker of
their fingers to keep their place.
3. Eye Teaming or binocularity- This is one of the most important skills needed
during reading. It is the ability to coordinate and align the two eyes together. If this
skill is not adequate some children will develop either exophoria, which is a
tendency for the eyes to deviate in an outward direction or esophoria, a tendency for
the eyes to deviate inward. These can cause double vision or affect depth
perception. Students who don’t have good eye teaming will often cover one eye, tire
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easily when reading, have poor posture at the desk and be unable to finish
assignments in the allotted time. Eye alignment at both near and far distances is
involved in eye teaming.
4. Focusing - This skill is the ability of the eye to adjust the lens’ power to provide
maximum clarity at various distances. Focusing allows the eyes to look quickly from
near to far and back again without any blurring or discomfort. Children with a
focusing problem will have trouble copying from a book, chalkboard or overhead
projector and may be working too closely to the paper or the book.
• Convergence and Divergence – This is the ability of the eyes to turn
inward or outward and look at objects close up and then far away and
back again. These skills are closely related to eye focusing skills.
When a person reads he or she must be able to turn both eyes inward
towards each other to look at a near object. They must be aimed at the
reading task. If the eyes tend to move outward during reading, it will
take more effort to maintain fixation on the words. This excess effort
lowers the ability to read for longer periods of time and may reduce
comprehension.
Children or adults without adequate convergence skills will try to avoid reading
since it is too much of a struggle and when they do read, they will have a short
attention span. Generally, people with poor convergence abilities will lose their
place, omit small words or confuse small words like the, that, what, etc.
If the two eyes are not pointing at the same place, double or overlapping vision can
be the result. Remember that children with reading problems do not know that many
of their friends are seeing the words clearly. They have nothing to compare their
perception of what is on the page to. They will often believe that they are “dumb”
and may be labeled as learning disabled, dyslexic, or with Attention Deficit
Disorders.
5. Eye Hand Coordination or Visual Motor Integration– This is the ability of
the vision system to coordinate the information received through the eyes to monitor
and direct the hands. It is essential for handwriting, copying from the board and in
sports. These students will have a poor pencil grip, poor handwriting and spacing
between words, write up or downhill and have poor posture.
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6. Peripheral Vision – This skill is the ability to fixate on an object and be aware of
what is around it at the same time. In reading, good peripheral vision guides the eye
movement from word to word. It also guides them to the next sentence. Personal
safety also involves peripheral vision. Children riding bicycles for example, need
good peripheral vision to be aware of oncoming cars.

Additional Visual
And Visual Motor Skills
• Directionality – This is an important skill for academic success. In English,
we read from left to right and this visual reflex must be developed.
A good measurement of this is to look at the drawing below from Robert H.
McKim’s Thinking Visually? If the visual reflex is from left to right a duck will
be seen. If it is from right to left, a rabbit will be seen. A child must learn to tell
left from right to learn to read. All other directions must be learned also. This is
a skill that can be easily trained.

• Form Perception - This is the ability to see forms clearly and be able to recreate or copy them. Form perception enables a child to discriminate between
likenesses and differences. If a child cannot do this accurately, he or she cannot
be expected to perceive letters, words and sentences accurately, let alone make
meaning from what is seen. Without this skill a child may reverse letters or
words. Form perception can easily be tested by having a child copy the shapes
below.
• Visual Memory – This is the ability to recall a visual image. The image may
be the symbols that compose the word itself or a picture of what the word
depicts. A child will not learn to read nor do other classroom work without
good visual memory skills developed.
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• Visualization – This is the ability to see things in the mind’s eye. Many
experts state that the ability to visualize is closely linked to the ability to think.
It is the ability to abstract from specifics. For academic success, this ability is
essential. Brain research indicates that memory is more efficient when
pictures are created and accessed.
• Figure Ground – This is the ability to separate the primary figure from the
background. Children who have difficulty doing this will be unable to find
words or objects hidden in background patterns; may appear clumsy, bumping
into things; and may not be able to sustain reading for longer periods of time
due to the visual stress of separating the print from the background on which it
appears.
• Visual Closure - This is an interpretive skill that allows a person to quickly
identify the difference in similar items and make meaning from them. For
example, visual closure is needed to tell the difference between a C and an O;
that or what, etc. If a child does not have this ability sometimes they may see
the letter “O” and think it is a “C.”
At a minimum, these skills will determine whether a child is prepared for the
demands of the classroom. If the child is visually and perceptually impaired in any
way, his or her academic progress will suffer unless the skills are adequately trained.
Use the following chart to see how many visual skills are needed to do classroom
related tasks.
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Note to teachers and parents: If you ask a child to copy a simple sentence from the
chalkboard you will want to know that the following skills are involved:
1) point eyes at the chalkboard
2) use figure ground skills to separate out the material to be copied
3) focus at a distance
4) coordinate eyes to work together
5) track
6) put the information into visual memory
7) re-focus eyes up close
8) point eyes up close
9) use figure ground on the page
10) track across the page while writing
11) get information out of visual memory
12) use eye hand coordination skills
If a child lacks any one of these skills, you will notice that his or work in copying is
not at the expected levels. He or she may write up or downhill, have poor spacing,
mis-copy portions of the sentence, leave out some words, etc.

Administer Performance Based Evaluation
In addition to the using the screening equipment described in the next section on
school vision screening, I recommend that the following performance based vision
evaluation be given. This is best given by the classroom teacher or a parent. I
recommend this additional step because school equipment screenings are typically
given in a few minutes and can’t evaluate the student during sustained learning
activities.
One of the problems with school vision screenings is that those administering the
tests have to deal with large numbers of students. Time is frequently limited and a
school nurse, for example, may have to screen children at several schools. In these
brief screenings he or she might miss telltale behavior such as the student covering
one eye when reading. This would indicate an eye teaming problem which needs to
be addressed.
The people who are in the best position to pick up such problems as visual stress
symptoms are teachers and parents. That’s because they observe the child over a
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longer period of time. They listen to the child read aloud, perform other classroom
tasks and can provide the most accurate observation’s of a child’s performance.
With the help of the non-profit Optometric Education Program Foundation and the
Parents Active for Vision Education (P.A.V.E.) organizations, I have developed a
performance based assessment which any teacher or parent may use to determine
whether a child has undetected visual problems.
This performance based evaluation is called The Eye-Q Inventory. You may
download a free copy at www.howtolearn.com/ireadisucceed.html
Once you administer the inventory, look in the Resource Section at the end of the
book for materials with the proper individualized exercises to administer to your
students. Or visit www.howtolearn.com/ireadisucceed.html for more information on
the I Read I Succeed: Vision Therapy Kit. In addition, here is a sampler of helpful
training exercises.

A Sampler of Helpful Vision Training Exercises
Following are several exercises that you can do at home or in the classroom to help
develop some of the important visual skills needed for reading. The goal is to build
the visual-perceptual skills that are basic to the areas of reading, writing and
spelling.
A few cautions: Always use materials with clear black text and letters of the
appropriate size for the grade (see letter B below). Never use purple ditto materials
as this stresses the visual system as the child struggles to make the letters stay in
focus and be clear. Make certain that the lighting is good in the home or classroom.
Daylight or full spectrum lighting is best. Fluorescent lighting is the worst choice.
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Visual Discrimination
1. Purpose: to develop visual discrimination, tactile discrimination and motor
coordination. Grades K-adult.
First, have the child use templates to trace various geometric shapes. Make sure that
the child holds the pencil properly, sits straight and draws in a clockwise direction.
Draw circles, triangles, squares, diamonds, ovals, plus signs and x’s. Use templates
until the child can draw these shapes on their own. Once they can draw them on
their own, draw a set of the shapes yourself and have the child copy them exactly to
develop motor coordination and visual perception.
2. Purpose: to develop visual discrimination, motor coordination, left-right
orientation, spatial orientation and sequencing. Grades K-adult.
On a piece of paper, draw letters and geometric shapes as seen in the examples
below. Put a line after the shapes you want the child to copy. The child will copy
each shape to the right of the line. You can increase the difficulty of the task by
adding to the number of items to be copied.

bd
pgq
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Tracking
1. Purpose – to develop tracking skills needed to follow accurately from line to line.
Grades K-Adult.
Give the child an article from a book with letters in the appropriate size for the
grade. According to Dr. George Spache, creator of the Diagnostic Reading Scales
and recipient of a citation of merit from the International Reading Association, print
size should be as follows:
Grade 1
Grades 2-3
Grade 4
Grades 5-8

14 – 18 point type
14 - 16 point type
12 point type
10 – 12 point type

This is 18 point type.
This is 16 point type.
This is 14 point type.
This is 12 point type.
This is 10 point type.

(Spache, 1992)
Have the child circle all the letters, one at a time that you choose. For example,
select an e and have them place their pencil on the first e they find, hold the pencil
down, circle it in a counter-clockwise direction and keep the pencil on the paper
until they find the next e. Then have them circle the next e in the same way as the
first. Make sure that the pencil stays on the paper on each line and is not lifted until
they change lines.
2. Hang a ball from the ceiling (using a hook and string). Swing the ball side to side
and have the child follow the ball without moving his or her head.
To increase the difficulty level, place letters on the ball and have the child call out
the letters as you swing the ball towards him or her.
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What Classroom Teachers Can Do
To Reduce Visual Stress
Difficulty copying from book
• Have another student help using carbon paper
• Reduce number of items (only odd or even numbers)
Difficulty copying from board
• Make letters larger with more space between them
• Put same material on paper so student can copy it
Loses place while reading
• Allow child to use marker
• Look away from book for 30-60 seconds to relax eyes
• Have the child trace the figure 8 in the air, first with one hand and then the
other. This will activate both brain hemispheres and integrate all visual fields.
Numbers do not line up when copying or creating math
• Use graph paper (large)
• Make each number a separate color when writing problems
Misses punctuation, omits words, complains that words jump around, cannot
read for prolonged periods.
• Try using colored overlays. These are acetate sheets of various colors. Place
the colored overlay on the reading material and ask the child which color
makes reading easier.
Note: Overlays are a temporary solution and vision training must be added to
correct the problem permanently. See www.howtolearn.com/filters.html for more
information.
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When you observe students holding their books too close, covering one eye as they
work, rubbing their eyes, being unable to sustain their reading focus for normal
periods of time, or complaining about blurry print, refer them for the appropriate
help. These children may have refractive problems and need glasses to improve
their eyesight.

• Refer for Help When Needed
When serious problems surface as a result of school vision screenings and
performance based observations, the services of an eye doctor will be needed. This
is because the screenings go a long way toward preventing problems and pinpointing
symptoms, but they cannot treat problems such as the need for glasses or training to
correct crossed eyes. When you observe children doing everything they can to avoid
reading and other close work, refer them immediately for the proper screening and
administer the performance based inventory to them.
Learning related vision specialist doctors can be found at www.oep.org or
www.covd.org

How To Implement a Learning Related
School Vision Screening
for All Students
Before your school can implement a good school vision screening program several
items need to be taken into consideration. As you can see from the chart on page
179, schoolwork clearly places a heavy demand upon a student’s visual system. The
student’s visual system must function at optimum levels if schools and parents want
children to learn to read efficiently.
From a historical perspective, it helps to recognize that the human visual system did
not evolve with today’s visual demands in mind. Sustained computer use, small
print, longer books, long periods of television watching, and increased computer
usage, etc. all place stressful demands on the visual system that many children (and
adults) are unprepared to meet.
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Further, reading is more than just another subject, it is the gateway into the
entire curriculum. Therefore, efforts to raise reading scores will be hampered
without the proper visual skills screening and follow up treatment if needed.
First, your school will want to evaluate the screening program currently in place at
your school. Although vision screening laws vary by state, the typical school vision
screenings are not comprehensive and learning related. When children enter school
they are usually given a vision screening that nearly always includes the Snellen Eye
Test (basic wall chart). If this is the only test given, most visual problems will go
unrecognized.
The Snellen Eye Test has no relationship to reading at near point. It was developed
in the 1860’s to test children’s ability to see the chalkboard from the back of the
room. Children take this test at a distance of 20 feet from the chart, cover one eye at
a time, and are asked if they can see letters of a certain size.
I have often seen children waiting in line for the Snellen screening quickly trying to
memorize the chart before it is their turn. Even if a child receives a legitimate score
of 20/20 eyesight, reading problems may still arise.
Many times, uninformed parents or teachers may assume that a 20/20 vision report
means the child has good eyesight and can read. If the child has trouble reading,
both parents and teachers may conclude the child is not trying hard enough. This
erroneous conclusion may result in the child be incorrectly labeled as an
underachiever. A good school vision screening will eliminate this problem and
adequately inform both teachers and parents of the student’s visual skill abilities.

The Effects of Vision on
Learning and School Performance
In setting up school vision screenings and solving learning problems, teachers,
parents, students and student study teams are often involved. Many aspects of the
learning process must be considered, from behavioral to environmental concerns.
Since 75-90% of all classroom learning comes to the student via visual pathways,
effective vision screenings must be learning related. This means they must include
both eyesight and vision.
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The following section gives recommendations for school vision screenings.

Doctor Screenings, Equipment Screenings and
Performance Based Evaluations
The best option for successful school screenings is to have behavioral optometrists
screen all your students. They are specially trained to perform learning related
screenings and will be able to quickly spot those children who will need further help
to strengthen their visual skills.
A list of doctors qualified to do these screenings can be found on two web sites:
Optometric Education Program, (OEP) www.oep.org , College of Optometrists in
Vision Development, (COVD) at www.covd.org . In many areas, these doctors will
do vision screenings at no charge and some districts pay them minimal fees out of
various district funds.
The services of eye doctors can often be expensive but some school systems have
successfully procured grants for this purpose. Others look to a variety of school,
state or federal funding.
If funding is limited, your school may choose to purchase special equipment in order
to do their own vision screenings. Although a screening done in the doctor’s office
will be more complete, this equipment will give better information than a single,
standard distance test such as the Snellen Chart. Schools should consult with a
qualified eye doctor before using this screening equipment.
If your school chooses to do its own school equipment vision screening, here are my
recommendations for the best pieces of equipment and what skills they measure:
1. My first choice is the New York State Optometric Association Vision Screening
Battery (NYSOA). This screening battery is the result of a seven year combined
effort of optometrists who specialize in pediatric vision and vision training, a
reading and curriculum specialist, a school psychologist and statistician. Their goal
was to develop a screening battery which could screen a child’s visual needs as they
apply to today’s classroom environment. The NYSOA contains the following tests
and is an inexpensive way to measure several student vision needs:
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• Acuity at near and far; muscle coordination, visual motor integration, eye
tracking skills, convergence ability, color deficiency, sensory-motor
coordination, fusion, steropsis, phorias near and far, myopia, hyperopia, high
astigmatism, lazy eye, binocularity and eye hand coordination.
Although the test cannot replace the exam performed in the doctor’s office, it can
identify children having vision problems which will affect their academic
performance.
For more information on this test call Bernell, the largest vision screening/equipment
company in the world. Their number in the US and Canada is (800) 348-2225 and
outside the US is (574) 259-2070.
2. The Keystone Telebinocular is another piece of screening equipment commonly
used to provide information on visual acuity (clarity) at both near and far distances,
depth perception and binocularity (two-eyed coordination). It will not, however,
identify problems with focusing skills, visual perception or tracking-eye movements.
2. The Titmus 2a vision screener provides some useful information in only five
minutes. It can evaluate far, near and peripheral vision, color perception,
muscle balance, depth perception and binocularity. It too has its limitations
and will not measure all the visual skills necessary for school success.
Both of these can be obtained at Bernell also. For more information. Their number
in the US and Canada is (800) 348-2225 and outside the US is (574) 259 2070.
Note: In considering equipment to use, you will not want to sacrifice time quality
for speed. Although many screenings make take only 5 minutes, they will not
necessarily evaluate the skills children need to perform classroom tasks.
In addition, I recommend that the Performance Based Evaluation, Eye-Q Reading
Inventory at www.howtolearn.com/ireadisucceed.html because it’s free and can be
given school wide. It will provide more detailed information because classroom
teachers and parents observe children’s performance over sustained periods of time.
Liz Langer, a Special Education Teacher, at Lincoln Elementary School in
Owatonna, Minnesota, sees children regularly who need vision training help to
become better readers. She says, “I had one student in particular, who I worked
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with, one on one, for 3 ½ years. It was frustrating because, as a 4th grader, this child
still read at pre primer level.
At the end of 4th grade he took vision therapy training over the summer. When he
returned to school, we re-tested him and his reading ability had increased over 3
years! It was like a miracle because as I worked with him, he almost taught himself
to read. Now, whenever parents have children with reading problems and ask what
else they can do, we let them know that vision training is available. In fact, a
behavioral optometrist in our state conducts vision screenings at no charge”.
Many professional sports teams use vision training as a competitive edge. In 1984,
vision training helped the US women’s and men’s volleyball teams win their bronze
and gold medals. In addition, teams like the New York Yankees, Kansas City
Royals, Dallas Cowboys and Chicago Black Hawks have all learned that vision
training keeps their visual skills at optimum levels. Many airline pilots take vision
training as well to improve the quality of their performance.
Although vision training in a doctor’s office is the preferred training method, many
schools and parents may not be able to afford it. Rather than leave a child’s visual
needs unattended, there are excellent programs that can be implemented
inexpensively at school and at home. Many schools I know of have been able to add
vision training on site with very minimal cost. Children can do these exercises for
just 10 to 15 minutes per day for about six to seven weeks and achieve remarkable
gains in their reading ability. See www.howtolearn.com/ireadisucceed.html for
more information.
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About the Author
"America's Most Trusted Learning Expert"
Walt Whitman once said, "To me, every hour of the day and night is an unspeakable
perfect miracle."
To Pat Wyman, children are that unspeakable, perfect miracle. Pat is passionate
about children, how they learn and about giving them strategies for success.
When children experience success, their self-esteem soars. With every success, they
are motivated to keep learning, today and into the future. That is why Pat has
changed the lives of over 90,000 children through her parent and teacher education
courses, radio and T.V. interviews, videos, and books, and is known as "America's
Most Trusted Learning Expert".
Parents and teachers rave that it is Pat, and her extraordinary learning strategies that
truly make miracles happen in children's lives. How does Pat create happy and
successful children? The simple answer - Pat identifies a person's unique learning
style, understands what the person must do to be successful, and then shows him or
her how to match their learning style to the style in which they are tested.
The results are extraordinary - children win every time! They receive high grades on
their tests, learn "how to learn" in half the time, and get motivated about the learning
process. Students are successful, parents are happy, and teachers are elated.
Pat has worked with thousands of parents, schools and universities throughout the
world, ranging from Alaska to Australia, Louisiana to London, from Indiana to
India. She has also helped employees excel at learning in companies such as NASA,
Merrill Lynch, Levi Strauss, Bose Corp., and Pacific Bell (now SBC). In addition,
she teaches medical students and faculty how to accelerate their learning in every
subject and increase their medical school test scores.
Pat is the also the author of two other books, Learning vs. Testing, Strategies That
Bridge the Gap, and What's Food Got To Do With It? 101 Natural Remedies for
Learning Disabilities. She is an Instructor of Education at California State
University, Hayward, Continuing and Extended Education Division, and has served
as an adjunct professor at several colleges and universities. Pat is also the founder of
an award winning website, www.howtolearn.com and Director of a non-profit
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organization dedicated to guaranteeing that every child reads at or above grade level.
It’s called, I Read I Succeed at www.ireadisucceed.org
If you're teaching at home, Pat's strategies give you just the curriculum you've been
searching for - and she makes it fun! There's nothing more pleasing than a happy
child - one who feels good about their success and one who can't wait to learn more
every day!
Pat has two children and lives in northern California. She conducts seminars and
workshops nationwide and may be contacted at 800 469-8653 or by e-mail at
info@howtolearn.com
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Resources
These resources are recommended to enhance your child’s or student’s total learning
experience. I have thoroughly researched each one and am certain of the benefits and
results for your child.
1. Music to make your child smarter!
http://www.howtolearn.com/Mozart.html
2. Home-schooling Tips, Books, Newsletters and much more…
http://www.howtolearn.com click on homeschool tab
3. Comprehensive Phonics Program Software
http://www.howtolearn.com/phonics.html
4. Special Education Advocate – Lisa Simmons – How To Create an Ideal Life for
Your Special Needs Child
http://tinyurl.com/59zt9
5. Build a better brain! Improve Memory, speed reading, etc.
http://www.howtolearn.com/memory.html
6. Teach your child about creating a lifetime of wealth and how to eliminate barriers

to their success with best-selling authors Mark Victor Hansen and Robert G. Allen
http://tinyurl.com/5qotz
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7. Free self-improvement newsletters for every area of your life
http://tinyurl.com/5n3hm
8. Phonics – One Sound, One Symbol Workbook Program by Stephen Guffanti,
M.D.
http://www.howtolearn.com/phonics.html
9. Create an Ivy League Vocabulary in 15 minutes a day
http://tinyurl.com/6ap8l
10. If your child has autism or asperger’s syndrome, this is the most comprehensive
site on the web. You’ll get every type of support imaginable!
http://tinyurl.com/3n4nh
11. Vision and Learning Needs – Raise Your Child’s Reading Scores Right Away!
http://www.howtolearn.com./ireadisucceed.html
12. ADHD Solutions
http://www.howtolearn.com/add-adhd.html
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ADD /ADHD, 14, 36, 116, 162, 165, 167, 172
Auditory learning style, 11, 13, 14, 25, 26, 28, 36, 38, 39, 43, 50, 55-57, 79, 80, 83, 90, 98, 101,
102, 153, 154
Associations, making, 24, 27, 29, 39, 48, 69, 70-73, 75, 97-100, 106, 108, 126, 127
Body position, 59, 64, 125, 126
Brain research on learning, 18, 43, 98, 114, 115, 117, 125, 128
Classroom
EMF fields in, 134
Importance of Lighting In, 133
Tasks and reading, 175, 170, 181
Electromagnetic Fields, 134
Essays, 120
How to write, 121-123
Eye Movements, 50, 51, 53, 54, 55, 188
Eye-Brain Connection, 7, 11, 15, 24, 38, 48, 50, 51, 74, 76 80, 81
Eyesight, 154, 165, 166, 167, 170, 185, 186
20/20 eyesight is not good enough, 162, 165, 166, 170, 186
Grades, 5-7, 11-14, 16, 23, 27, 28, 31, 34, 36, 42, 44, 48, 49, 52, 78-82, 105, 106, 116, 121, 122,
133, 140, 147, 155, 156, 165, 167, 169, 181, 190
Hyperactive Students, 115
IEP, 6, 8, 144-147, 149, 150, 151
Rewriting, 152
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Juvenile Delinquency, 162, 167, 168
Link between vision and, 162, 167
Kinesthetic Learning Style, 11, 13, 14, 25, 26, 28, 29, 36, 38, 39, 42, 43, 50, 56, 57, 65, 80, 83, 90,
92, 98, 101, 139, 142, 153, 154, 156
LD/ADHD look-alikes, 162
Learning Blocks, 125, 135
Exercises to dissolve, 135
Learning Disabilities 165-168
And reading problems, 165, 167
Learning Environment, 30, 125, 133, 134
Natural lighting in classroom, 133
Learning Styles, 6, 11, 12, 24-26, 31, 33, 36, 37, 40, 42, 50, 51, 90, 126, 153, 154
Auditory learning – see auditory learning style
Kinesthetic learning- see kinesthetic learning style
Visual learning- see visual learning style
And written tests, 5, 12-15, 27, 28, 31, 45, 47, 48, 52, 53, 56, 57, 73, 90, 98, 99, 153, 154,
156
Math, 7, 23, 24, 31, 42, 43, 54, 70, 88, 88-92, 115, 126, 185
addition & subtraction strategies, 90-92
mental imagery strategies, 93
multiplication and division strategies, 93-94
Memory Strategies, 68
Association, 72
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Mnemonics, 102
Music as memory aid, 76
Number-shape system, 73-75
Peg memory system, 70-73
Pre-conscious peripherals, 75-76
Rehearsing newly learned material, 75-66
Mnemonics, 102
Motivation strategies, 27, 59, 60-64
Multiplication and division strategies (see math)
Music, 76
Enhances learning, 76
Memory aid, 76
Number Shape System, 73-75
Nutrition, 126, 129, 130
Fast foods and learning, 131, 132
Hydrogenated Oils and Trans Fats, 132
For improving learning, 129, 130
Omega 3 oils to improve learning, 132
Sugar’s role in learning, 130
Peg Memory System, see memory strategies
Personal Learning Styles Inventor, 11, 24, 37, 153, 154
Phonics, 24, 80, 155, 156
Perfect Picture Summaries, 105
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Advantages of, 106-107
Creating a, 1-7-108
Studying with, 109, 110
Reading Improvement, 162
Link between juvenile delinquency and vision, 168
Link between good vision and school success, 169
National Reading Proficiency Levels, 171, 172
20/20 eyesight is not good enough, 165
Eye-QReading Inventory, 152, 153
Special Education, 144
IEP, rewriting process, 150
Spelling, 78
Super Speller Strategy, 78-85
Success Body position, 126
Tests, 138
Eliminating test-taking jitters, 138-142
Visual strategies for, 142
VAK (see visual, auditory, kinesthetic styles)
Vision, 163
Skills required for classroom activities, 175-179
Training exercises, 181-182
Visual Learning Style, 16, 38, 39, 43, 139, 141, 154
Schools cater to, 12
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Vocabulary, 96
Word Wizard Vocabulary Strategy, 97-101
Using mnemonics, 102, 103
Picture associations to improve, 99-100
Wyman Foundational Reading Skills Inventory, 152, 153
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